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Dan Thorpe’s simple and straightforward book 
teaches you everything you need to know to be 

able to fingerpick with great technique and 
confidence! 

 
Fingerstyle 101 is laid out in a simple step-by-step 

manner, making the material easy to follow so 
your fingerpicking journey is an enjoyable one! 
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INTRODUCTION 

The guitar is a wonderful, complex, and intricate instrument that can do so many 
things. To me, however, it sounds at its best when stripped back to its pure, raw, and 
honest sound—this is as good as music gets. 

There aren’t many better sounds in the world than a guitar being fingerpicked. When 
played well, fingerpicking guitar is truly wonderful and it is a way we can bare our souls 
and express ourselves giving us so much joy, liberation, and fun. 

These feelings of fun are what I want for you too, and I truly believe you can get them. 

In fact, from my vast experience of teaching fingerpicking to others, I know that with 
some focused practice, you can achieve this too! 

Who is the book for? 

This is a beginner book on fingerpicking and one that is aimed to take you from the 
absolute basics to an early intermediate level. 

Most of my students and many of you reading this are learning a little later on in life, 
and if you are, this book is written for you (although the material will work for everyone 
else too). 

I say this because most guitarists who are 50+ have had years of frustration trying to play 
the music they love to a high standard. That is why I wrote this book—to help you solve 
these issues in an enjoyable manner. 
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A new edition for a new beginning 

This is the second edition of Fingerstyle 101 and while the first edition was very well 
received and got dozens of great reviews, it was not the complete article. Now it is, and it 
has been added to in many ways, making it a much more complete book than before. 

The book is broken up into the following three parts... 

Part I is the essential appetizer that is all about the fundamentals, playing with good tech-
nique and setting your fingerpicking playing up to be successful, not just now, but for the 
rest of your playing days. 

Part II is the main course where you will learn the ten most exciting fingerpicking 
patterns over three examples, which start off steadily and then get progressively harder in 
a systematic way (making them easier to learn). 

Part III is the dessert where you will discover some important methods that will help you 
to learn faster, practise more efficiently, remember more, and even help to keep your 
brain age younger! 

You can read the book in order or you can “hop about” as some people prefer to do. The 
book is designed to aid you at every step—just be careful not to try to learn too many 
patterns, ideas, or exercises in one go. 

If you have struggled before, think of this book as a fresh start 

If your playing has been frustrating, do NOT worry, we will fix it! It will take some 
patience and perseverance, but if you commit 20 minutes a day to practising the material 
in this book for at least five days per week, and do so with total focus, you will make great 
progress! 

My methods of teaching fingerpicking guitar are a hybrid of the classical and the modern 
methods. These methods will teach you to play with solid technique while you have fun 
learning the styles of music that are popular amongst my students (such as 60s folk, pop, 
and other acoustic styles). 
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I teach with a big focus on my “T.E.S.T.” method of learning guitar. The “T.E.S.T.” method 
stands for: 

• Technique 

• Enjoyment 

• Specific Plans 

• Time Management 

The above four factors are what, in my opinion, make the difference between a poor 
guitarist and one who reaches his or her potential. The best guitarists around, no matter 
what their age, skill level, or background, optimise all four of the above. Of course, you do 
not have to get each of the above areas perfect but improving these four areas will help 
your playing in both the short and long term.  

After optimising the above, the next thing to do is to actually “test” yourself on your 
playing. I’ll show you how to do this and optimise each of the four areas above as we go 
through the book. 

The book has been inspired by so many of the greats of fingerpicking guitar—players such 
as Paul Simon, James Taylor, Ralph McTell, Ferdinando Carulli, Tommy Emmanuel, and 
so many more. 

Are you ready for an exciting journey? 

If so, let’s begin. 
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PART I: 
 
THE ABSOLUTE FUNDAMENTALS 
OF FINGERPICKING 

In this section, we are going to cover many of the basics of fingerpicking which will be 
important on your journey. 

These basics include learning and fixing the most common fingerpicking mistakes, 
discovering the essentials of fingerpicking technique, learning the basics of rhythm, and 
more. 

If you feel you are already solid with the basics of fingerpicking, then feel free to jump 
ahead to Part II where we will cover the 10 exciting fingerpicking patterns. If you do 
jump ahead though, I recommend you come back and go over this section anyway, as 
even one or two tips here can save you a lot of time. 

A word from Plato... 

Before we get into the super practical stuff, I want to share this great quote with you. It’s 
attributed to Plato, the ancient Greek philosopher. 

“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and life 
to everything.” 

What a wonderful quote—he was right, and back then he didn’t even have The Beach 
Boys to listen to! 

All jokes aside, it’s a good idea to remember this Plato quote when the going gets tough at 
any point in your playing. It has inspired me and many of my students over the years. 
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The Fundamentals You Need to Know... 
Let’s have a quick primer on the fundamentals as this will help you to avoid any confusion 
when working through the book. Some of this may seem basic but in fact, many beginners 
don’t know or are unsure about these things. 

The string names 

Throughout the book, the six strings of the guitar will be described as their open string 
notes and NOT their string number. For example, we call the: 

• 6th string, the low E string (the thickest string) 
• 1st string, the high E string (the thinnest string) 

The “Bass and Treble” strings 

In the book, to help explain the different sounds you can get from striking different 
strings, I sometimes refer to the “Bass” strings or the “Treble” strings: 

• Bass strings: Low E, A, and D strings 
• Treble strings: G, B, and high E strings 

The “rules” of fingerpicking 

You may well already know this, but it is worth reminding you. Most of the time, when 
fingerpicking, the: 

• Thumb plays the bass strings (low E, A, and D) 
• Index finger plays the G string 
• Middle finger plays the B string 
• Ring finger plays the high E string 
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As you will see later on, there are exceptions to the “rules” and there are some important 
technical tips which we will cover in the next section. 

The audio 

To make the examples easier to learn, each track has two audio versions—one played at a 
normal speed and one played at a slowed down speed. 

You can get the audio (available to stream or download) for every example in the book at 
the link below... 

rockstarpublishing.co.uk/F101 

The book and the audio tracks are broken up into three parts, so make sure you use the 
correct audio tracks for the relevant part of the book. 

• Each audio is given a BPM (Beats Per Minute)—which is the tempo of the piece 
when played at full speed. You do not have to play it at this speed—that is just an 
indicator of the tempo I played it at. 

• When playing with the audio, listen closely to it so you get the rhythm and the details 
correct. 

• Try to play along with the slowed-down versions before you attempt the faster 
version. 

• For all the audio examples there is a “count-in” lasting the same length as the time 
signature (e.g. for 4/4 time, there will be four intro beats to count you in). If you are 
unsure about them, fear not, we will discuss time signatures more later. 

• Slowing things down can make learning the examples easier but you will have to 
really concentrate on keeping things slow and not let yourself speed up. This goes 
for when practising with and without the audio. 
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The capo is a guitarist’s best friend 

In the book, some of the examples use a capo and some do not. 

• The main reason for using a capo is that many beginners find it easier to play high-
er up the fretboard as they are required to stretch less. (To clarify, “higher up” 
means the higher frets closer to the bridge of the guitar—e.g. fret 8 is higher than 
fret 5). 

• Using a capo at different frets also changes the tone and pitch of the guitar which 
keeps things fresh and exciting from a musical point of view. 

• You can, of course, play the examples with the capo anywhere you like, or even no 
capo at all. Just be aware that when playing along with the audio examples, you will 
need to place the capo where instructed to be in the correct key, or playing along with 
me will sound bad! 

Tablature 

Most guitarists I teach already know how to read tablature or “tab” for short. Some can read 
standard notation instead of, or alongside, tab but as reading tab is needed as a minimum 
for you to be able to use this book, I have created a guide to this. 

• You can find this guide in Appendix II. 

• This guide is in the appendix as most of you will already be comfortable with reading 
tab, but if not, or you need a refresher, check out this section before continuing. 
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The Secrets of Fingerpicking Technique 
that Most Guitarists Get Wrong 

Technique is so important, yet most guitarists never really learn how to play guitar in a 
relaxed manner with zero pain or discomfort. Instead, their playing is often frustrating 
and painful, and progress is usually slow. 

Worst of all, the music will also sound poor. If your dog or cat runs away when you play, 
poor musicality, which stems from bad technique, is usually the reason why. If this is the 
case for you, don’t worry, we will fix this and get your little friend bopping along in no time! 

In the “T.E.S.T.” method of learning guitar, the first “T” stands for “Technique”—it is the 
first letter for a good reason! After teaching well over one hundred beginners and teaching 
thousands of hours of lessons to a wide variety of students, I know that basic technique is 
paramount or students will struggle much more than they should. 

To make big improvements to your technique, study the following tips and apply them to 
everything in the book, and everything else you play too. 

Now, the playing will begin, so you will want to get the audio tracks. Remember, when 
listening to the audio, we are in Part I of the book, so ensure you listen to the correct file. 
Get the audio from the link below: 

rockstarpublishing.co.uk/F101 

Train One Hand at a Time 
This method of practice is one of the big things I talk about with students and it is this: 

When learning anything new, focus on working on each hand in isolation for at least a 
brief period. 

https://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/F101/
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Working on both hands at the same time when learning something new is a recipe for 
brain overload! 

Fingerpicking is complex, so take it steady and try to do the following: 

1. Run through the part played with the picking hand only—play the pattern on either 
just one chord or on the open strings. 

2. Run through the chord changes with the fretting hand without plucking any notes 
—therefore in silence. 

3. When you feel more confident, put it all together, but don’t be afraid to take a step 
back and work on each hand separately. 

The above concept of working on each hand in isolation is a powerful one and it should 
be used throughout the book, and also for anything else you learn on guitar. Training one 
hand at a time prevents brain overload, makes it easier to learn each part, and definitely 
makes the learning process smoother and more efficient. 

The “Classical with a Strap” Position 

I believe all guitarists should use the “Classical with a strap” (or “CWAS” for short) 
position to sit in when playing guitar. 

• The CWAS position takes a lot of strain off the wrist, it allows you to move up, 
down, and across the fretboard more easily, and it encourages you to sit with a nice 
upright posture, taking the strain off your back. 

• It also more closely replicates a natural standing position than when choosing other 
ways to sit with the guitar. 

• When in the CWAS position, your picking hand will be at a better angle to pluck the 
strings, which will help you get a clearer tone rather than the sometimes “scratchy” 
sound that many get when sitting in the more common and flatter non-classical 
position. 
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Take a look at the images below to see this position in action. 
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Use the following pointers as a guide in relation to the images (these are based on a 
right-handed guitarist, so simply reverse the instructions if you are left-handed). 

1. Raise your left leg on a footstool or use a cushion support to rest the guitar on 
your left leg. 

2. Ensure the curved base of the body of the guitar is on the left leg NOT on the 
right as done in the more common, flatter position. 

3. Angle the neck of the guitar so it is pointing upwards at a roughly 45-degree angle. 

4. Make sure the headstock is above shoulder level at least. 

5. Keep your back straight and make sure you are NOT hunched over. 

6. Secure the guitar with a strap—this stops you from having to hold the weight of 
the guitar, meaning if you let go, the guitar stays stable. 

7. Place the bottom of the guitar’s body so it is as close to your body as you can get 
it —this ensures the guitar stays flat and is not angled outwards. 

Out of all of the above pointers, the one most guitarists get wrong is that they let the 
headstock of the guitar get too low. It is really important to make sure the headstock is 
high and at least at shoulder level—if not higher. If you have played for a long time, and 
have played using other positions, adjusting to this playing position may be a struggle. If 
so, take your time adapting, but I urge you to give it a try.  

Footstool or leg support? 

You will need either a footstool to raise your left leg or a guitar leg support instead. Leg 
supports come in all shapes and sizes and they are in many ways better than a footstool as 
they still raise the guitar (to the approximate 45-degree angle needed). They do this while 
allowing you to keep your foot flat on the floor, meaning your knee will be placed under 
little or no strain. This is helpful if you have joint issues. There are a lot of inexpensive 
choices out there for which footstool or guitar support to use (such as the Ergoplay and 
many more), most of which are well worth the investment. 
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The “Cup” Position 

Before you start fingerpicking, I recommend you get into the “Cup” position. The 
“Cup” is a starting position for where to place your picking hand on the strings. 

Regularly getting into this position each time you fingerpick will help you to pluck the 
correct strings without errors and without needing to constantly look at the picking hand. 

To get into the “Cup” position, comfortably rest the following digits on the following 
strings. 

• Thumb—Low E string 
• Index—G string 
• Middle—B string 
• Ring—high E string 
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• It is important to ensure there is a “V” shape between the thumb and index finger 
as seen in the close-up. 

• The “V” will help you to make sure the thumb is further up the string (closer to the 
neck of the guitar) than the fingers. This helps to keep the fingers and thumb out of 
each other’s way when picking. 

• Start off in the “Cup” position for each fingerpicking piece you play and then return 
to it regularly if you make a mistake (such as plucking the wrong string) and feel the 
need to start again. 

Here is a simple example to practise which will help you to learn the “Cup” position: 

Tracks #1-2  Capo 5—100 bpm 

 

To play the above piece, pluck the bass note with the thumb and then “pinch” (meaning 
pluck multiple strings at the same time) the G, B, and high E strings with the index, middle, 
and ring fingers. 

Try the above exercise over and over on just one chord at first and do so repeatedly so it 
sounds good. 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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Then add the chord changes in to play this sweet-sounding piece. 

Finally, to get used to where the strings are, try playing the piece without looking at the 
picking hand at all. 

What about the fingerpicking hand’s pinkie? 

In terms of the pinkie finger of the fingerpicking hand, it rarely gets used. I opt to keep it 
relaxed and let it “travel” alongside the ring finger when picking—but there are no rules 
here. 

Just try to avoid keeping the picking hand pinkie sticking out and ramrod straight as it 
is uncomfortable, it will restrict the fluidity of the other fingers, and it will look like you 
are ready to drink tea with the Queen! 

The “Fingerpicking Tone Test” 
(For a Bright and Punchy Tone) 

A really simple way to get a better fingerpicking tone is to do what I call the “Finger-
picking tone test”. 

This is where we use a pick to help improve our fingerpicking tone. 

“How?” you may wonder. 

Well, your fingers probably vary in how strong or nimble they are which can lead to 
imbalances in the way the strings are picked and therefore, the tone produced. In 
contrast, a pick usually gives us a consistently bright and clear sound without much 
effort—so let’s put a pick to good use! 

Take a look at the tab and then follow the instructions on how to perform the “tone test”. 
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Tracks #3-4  Capo 5—100 bpm 

 

• Play the pattern with your fingers as you would normally. 

• Now, play the pattern with a pick and notice how clear and crisp it sounds. 

• Once again, play the pattern with your fingers, but this time, when you play it with 
your fingers, try to mimic the sound, tone, and volume of a pick. 

Now, this only works if you get a decent tone with your pick when using one (but 99% of 
guitarists do). It also takes a little practice, but by aiming to replicate the sound a pick 
makes, your tone will become more rounded, brighter, and clearer. 

Your fingers will never sound exactly like a pick, but this exercise is there to make you 
aware that if you are like most guitarists, you can probably add so much more life to 
your fingerpicking tone. 

Try this little exercise each time you pick up the guitar. 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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“Minimum Pressure Required” 

Even though this book is about fingerpicking, it is essential that your fretting hand has 
efficient technique and this simple concept can fix what is probably the most counter-
productive issue that plagues most guitarists. 

Nearly every student I have ever taught presses too hard and this causes pain and discom-
fort, tired fingers, excessive calluses, possible injuries, and can basically kick the fun out of 
your playing! 

“Minimum pressure required” is an exercise that I show every student (no matter how 
long they have played) on their first lesson with me and it is one that will go a long way to 
fixing these issues. 

• Play the 5th fret on the high E string with your index finger—get it as close to the 
fret as possible and then pluck this string. 

• Keep adding and removing pressure until you find the point where the note is still 
clear but you are pressing as lightly as possible. 

• This is your “sweet spot”—remember how little pressure you need to make the 
note clear! 

• Repeat with each finger on the 1st, 5th, and 10th fret of all six strings. 

Now apply the above ideas to the following E natural minor scale. We are playing two 
octaves of the scale, first going up the scale and then coming back down the scale. You 
may notice I have notated the open E string twice. Some guitarists find it easier to pluck 
the top note in a scale twice as it acts as a “reset” point for coming back down the scale. 

Remember, it is all about playing the notes so they sound clear while you play them with 
the lightest touch possible. 
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Tracks #5-6  No capo—50 bpm 

 

Hmm, aren’t scales boring? 

Scales don’t have to be boring. Scales, in fact, make for a great warm-up and, when done 
properly, are a great technique builder, and that’s before you even use them in your playing. 

• Remember to go slowly and really concentrate on pressing as lightly as you can 
with the fretting hand fingers. 

• Try to use one finger per fret with the fretting hand so you are not jumping about 
from fret to fret with the same finger. 

• In terms of picking the scale, the simplest method is to pick it using alternating 
index and middle fingers. 

If pressing harder than you should is a habit of yours, it will take some practice using the 
“Minimum pressure required” method of playing. Keep reminding yourself of just how 
little pressure is needed to fret a note by doing this exercise regularly! 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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Ensure You Use Precise Fretting Hand Technique 

It is essential that you always use good 
general fretting hand technique when 
playing or you will find that your fingers 
work against you and not for you. 

Here is what is happening in the image to 
the right and what you should aim for with 
your fretting hand: 

 
 

• Each finger should be separated from the base (where the finger meets the hand) 
and NOT just at the tip. 

• Finger position—middle and ring fingers should be fairly straight; the index and 
pinkie should point a little more outwards. 

• The “distal joint” (the last digit in each finger—nearest the nail) should be curled. 
• Each finger should be very relaxed and free from all tension—try to occasionally 

lift a finger off the fretboard and gently “wiggle” it around to relax it. 
• When you take a finger off the fretboard, make sure it doesn’t “fly out” away 

from the strings. In other words, keep your non-playing fingers (those off the fret-
board) as close to the fretboard as possible when they are not in use. 

Now then, keep the above in mind and try the following exercise... 

Tracks #7-8  No capo—100 bpm 

 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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This is a slightly “scalic” exercise that has a few stretches across the high E string. There 
are no rules for which finger frets which notes, but I recommend you use your index 
finger for the 1st fret and pinkie for the 5th and 7th frets. Make sure you focus on using the 
technical tips mentioned and go slowly with it. 

Remember, if you have struggled before, you are undoing bad habits, so it will take time. 
It is well worth the effort though, as each of the previous points will make your ability to 
fingerpick both smoother and more enjoyable! 

 
 

Keep Your Body Relaxed 

Many guitarists have a completely tense body when they play. It is difficult to relax the 
fingers and hands and get them moving how you want them to if you are so tense that 
your shoulders are hunched, your stomach is in knots, and you are grinding your 
teeth! 

To avoid this, try these tips... 

• Mentally “scan” your whole body up and down to check for any signs of tension 
in your muscles and parts of your body such as your stomach, upper arm, jaw, and 
shoulders. 

• Breathe slowly and deeply from your diaphragm to ensure you fully relax your 
body from head to toe. 

• Stop playing every now and then to check you haven’t started holding your breath 
and you haven’t tensed back up. 

Follow this advice on all the musical examples throughout the book and incorporate these 
tips into your daily playing. Do be aware though that, as fingerpicking takes a lot of 
concentration, it can be easy to slip back into old habits. 
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Aim to stay relaxed when you practise and you will make more progress and enjoy your 
playing more for it. Just don’t be so relaxed that your jaw gets slack and a bit of saliva 
drops out—this actually happened to a student of mine during a lesson! 

All of the above is solid, basic, and very fundamental advice that I get all my students 
to follow. I urge you strongly to grasp and apply all of these technical tips as much as 
you can and keep coming back to them on a regular basis. 

The above covers the “T” for “Technique” in the “T.E.S.T.” method but as it is essential, I 
will be reminding you of some of these ideas throughout the book. 

The Fingerpicking with the “Nails or Skin” Debate 

There is an age-old debate about whether or not you should use your nails or 
the skin of your fingers to fingerpick with. 

Many legendary guitarists and classical teachers have been split over this for 
hundreds of years. Instead of me telling you what to do, I want to give you some 
useful pointers based on my playing and teaching experience. 

If you use your nails: 

• You will find it easier to get a brighter sound—this is because nails natu-
rally sound brighter than the skin of your fingers. 

• Your tone can be a little scratchy when using your nails so you must 
ensure your technique is tidy and you pluck across the string and not down 
it (the “CWAS” position will help here). 

• Remember, nails can break and it requires careful attention to keep them 
at a consistent length. 
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If you use the skin of your fingers to pick with, be aware: 

• Skin can be harder to get a good, bright tone with—this is because skin 
doesn’t create a sharp attack on the strings like nails do. 

• Over time, you can improve your tone by trying to build up calluses on 
the ends of your fingertips which is the method some of the greats, 
including Tommy Emmanuel, use. 

• To get good tone with the skin of your fingers, you will need to learn how 
to pluck with more force and fluidity. 

Many past master classical teachers would train their students to use only the skin 
at first, even if they wanted to become “nail players”—they did this because to 
play with the skin only, the student would need better basic technique than if they 
played with nails. 

Unless you have soft or brittle nails that break or chip easily—in which case use 
the skin of your fingers—there is no real clear or definitive answer. Therefore, it is 
entirely up to you which you use, and if you have already tried fingerpicking in 
the past, you may already have a preference. 

Just be aware that using the skin of your fingers takes extra work, but this extra 
work can be worth it—especially if your nails break a lot. 
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Pro Tips to Make Your Fingerpicking 
Journey Easier and More Enjoyable 

People often think of guitarists as sorcerers or wizards doing magical things and it can 
certainly appear that way to beginners. However, the truth is these skills can be 
learnt... and learn them you shall. 

I can’t promise you magical Harry Potter-like abilities (and I can’t even promise you 
Beatrix Potter-like abilities!), but what I can promise you is this—once you do get good at 
the material in this book, you will make even the most simple of chords shine. 

In a moment, we will cover these chords but first, here is a critical point that most guitarists 
miss. 

Be aware of “practising” versus “playing” 

You need to be aware of the difference between “practising” and “playing”. 

• “Practising” means to work on your weak areas, improve your technique and make 
actual progress. 

• “Playing” means to enjoy what you can already play and have some fun. 

Unlike many teachers, I highly recommend you do both in each practice session. 

If you have the time, 20 minutes of proper, focused practice each day is great (but if you 
want to do more, go for it!) and then the rest of your time can be spent actually “playing”. 

It is up to you and your current goals exactly how you strike the balance between practising 
and playing but definitely aim for both each day. Do so and you will make improvements 
while having more fun! 
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“The Essential Chords” 

As most fingerpicking pieces out there are played on chords, let’s learn what I call “The 
Essential Chords”. In the chord diagrams throughout the book, the grey notes are the 
“root notes”. A root note is the note that the chord is named after. 

For example, the root note for a C Major chord is the C note located on the 3rd fret of the 
A string. The root note for an E minor chord is the E note on the open low E string. 

 

E minor 

E minor is a pretty simple chord for most guitarists. You can play 
it in a variety of ways but I like to encourage students to play it 
with the index and middle fingers as it makes the change to a C 
Major chord easier. 

This is because they both have the middle finger on the 2nd fret of 
the D string, meaning you can leave this finger where it is, so you 
can “pivot” around it. 

 
 
 

 

C Major 

C Major can be a difficult chord for many guitarists yet it is one 
of the most important chords to learn so it is well worth prac-
tising and perfecting (more on doing this in a minute). 
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G Major (Rock Version) 

G Major is one of the most commonly played chords on the 
guitar and there are two main versions of it to try out. 
The first version is the four-finger version which has a more 
“rock” sound but it works well fingerpicked and makes changing 
to a D Major chord easier. 
The reason for this is because you can leave your ring finger on 
the 3rd fret of the B string for both the G and D Major and there-
fore you can just pivot around this finger. 

G Major (Folk Version) 

This is the “folk” version of the G Major chord and it is the version 
that is played by a lot of folk fingerpickers. 
Here, you are using the middle, ring, and pinkie fingers for the 
chord which makes the popular 60s and 70s folk chord change 
from G Major to C Major easier. 
I actually sometimes call this way of playing G Major the “Cat 
Stevens G” as he (and many of his folk contemporaries) would 
play it like this. 
Try playing G Major like this and then changing to C Major, and then go back and forth. 
With a little practice, you may find you prefer playing the G Major like this. If not, do not 
worry, this way of playing it is just an option. 

D Major 

D Major is another useful chord that we will use. 
The key thing with this chord for most beginners is that you 
make sure the ring finger (on the B string) is right on its tip so 
the back of it doesn’t kill off the high E string. 
To help here, I tell students to place the ring finger on the fret-
board first, making sure it is in the optimal position, before adding 
in the other fingers. 
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Ensuring you can play these four chords properly is key because when we get to the 
fingerpicking patterns section of the book, you will be using these chords quite a lot! 

• If you struggle to get a chord clear, place one finger on at a time and try to spot which 
are the troublesome fingers. 

• Check that your shoulder, arm, and hand are relaxed so you can adjust these fingers. 
Always fret the notes with the lightest possible touch. 

There are many more chords used throughout the book and you will find the chord 
diagrams of how to play them in Appendix I later on in the book. 

The “Capo Chord Improver” Method 

Here is a little exercise that you can do, and one that will help you with any tricky 
chords you want to improve: 

• Choose a chord you are struggling to play in the open position (e.g. C Major or 
D Major). 

• Put a capo on at a fret where you can play the chord more comfortably. 

• Go as high as fret 8 or higher if need be where the frets are closer together (remem-
ber, “higher” means the higher numbered frets closer to the bridge of the guitar). 

• Check that each note in the chord sounds perfect. 

• Over time, gradually move the capo down one fret at a time (e.g. from fret 8 to 
fret 7 to fret 6, etc.). 

• Try to beat your best capo position each day—keep a record of the lowest fret the 
capo was on for the chord. 

It’s important to always check and be confident the chord sounds clear each time you 
play it before moving the capo to a lower fret. 

As your fingers stretch that little bit more you will be able to move the capo further down 
the fretboard to the lower frets (nearer the nut) but be patient though, stretching takes 
time! 
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The Importance of the Thumb and Root Notes 

Most fingerpicking patterns and the patterns featured in this book all begin with the 
root note at the beginning of the bar (picked with the thumb). 

The “root” note is the note the chord is named after (e.g. in an E minor chord, the root 
note is the open E string). 

To improve your knowledge of root notes and your ability to switch between them, try 
the following exercise. 

Tracks #9-10 Capo 5—100 bpm 

 

If you need to, remember, you can practise the above pattern on just one chord (E minor 
is a good one due to the open strings). This is so you can properly train your picking hand 
before adding in the chord changes with the fretting hand! 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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Be certain all the notes are clear when playing the exercise and that the root notes are 
plucked nice and loudly (and with a great tone). 

• Learn and master your root notes for all the chords you know. 

• The root notes for most chords will vary between the low E, A, and D strings. 

• As your thumb plucks the root note, this means your thumb will be switching 
between these strings a fair bit—depending on the chord you are playing (hence 
why this exercise is so useful). 

“Hold” Your Chord Shapes 

This pro tip will help to make your music much more “musical”, but it is one that 
beginners often neglect. 

For most fingerpicking pieces you play, you should try to hold your fingers down on the 
chord for as long as you can—so the notes can ring out. 

If you lift OFF any bit of pressure with the fretting hand, the note will be cut short and the 
music may sound choppy and stilted. 

Tracks #11-12 Capo 5—100 bpm 

 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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• Listen to audio tracks #11-12, where I first strum part of the chord and then 
purposely cut the notes short the first time (by lifting off the chord and moving 
my fingers too early). 

• You can play the initial strum with either the thumb or with the index finger. 

• Then I play it the smoother way (by leaving the fingers pressed down throughout 
as much as possible) the second time. 

This example sounds decent both ways, but there are instances where if you lift off the 
pressure in the chord too soon, it will sound awful—so be aware of that! 

 

3 Powerful Fingerpicking Tips for  
Changing Chords Faster 

To improve your chord changes, I teach the “3 Step Method” which is where you use good 
technique, lots of repetition changing between chords, and a metronome (often called a 
click). All three of those steps are essential for smooth changes.  

 

1) Avoid “double movements” 

When changing chords, avoid what I call “double movements”. 

• This means when you change between two chords, you should move each of your 
fingers in a steady, precise, and accurate manner, and ideally at the same time. 

• In other words, the fingers move directly to the desired place in one smooth motion 
without the common extra hesitations or unnecessary movements. 

• This needs to be practised very slowly and many times in a relaxed but very focused 
manner until the necessary positive muscle memory is built up. 
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2) The “Blast” method 

I always tell students it takes about 5000 times of going back and forth between two 
chords to get fast at changing between them. 

• This number is approximate but it helps students to realise it takes time! You 
should repeatedly change between two chords over and over without rushing (and 
pick them occasionally to be certain they sound clear). 

• Count how many times you can go back and forth in a minute with two chords. 
Repeat this a few times a day for a few minutes and in a few months, you will have 
hit this approximate 5000 number! 

• Make sure your fretting hand technique is solid and you avoid the deadly “double 
movements”. 

3) Use a metronome/click 

After a while, slow chord changes become a mental issue where the student has the tech-
nique sorted but needs a nudge to get them faster and a metronome gives us this nudge. 
Try the following: 

• Choose two chords—e.g. C Major and G Major (you may want to start off with two 
chords that are easier to change between – e.g. E minor and A minor). 

• Set your metronome/click anywhere from 40 to 60 bpm (or at any other tempo 
that is more comfortable for you). 

• Strum each chord and change between them every four clicks. 

• Gradually increase the tempo—e.g. go from 40 bpm to 45 bpm and then 50 bpm, 
etc. 

Once you can do the above, slow the metronome/click back down to 40-45 bpm and then: 

• Strum each chord and change every two beats! 

• Strum each chord and change every one beat! 
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Below is an audio example where I put all this together. 

Tracks #13-14 Capo 5—60 bpm 

 

Practise this in steps as described above before trying the audio (starting with the 
slowed-down track). I chose the difficult chord change of C and G Major as this is a very 
tough one for beginners and therefore a good one to practise! 

Take it slowly and look for small, but steady improvements here. Use the “3 Step Method” 
and experiment with it. It is a fun way of getting progressively better, measuring your 
progress, and learning how to play in time too! 

Don’t Press Too Hard with the Thumb 

Most beginners over-press with the thumb of their fretting hand—especially when 
playing chords. 

• The thumb can get tired very quickly and in actual fact, you don’t need to press 
hard with it at all. 

• On the fretting hand, the thumb is used to simply stabilise the hand and the fingers—
it is NOT there to add a significant amount of pressure. 

• A pro tip is to experiment with the amount of pressure you need to use with the 
thumb of the fretting hand. 

• Keep adding and removing pressure with the thumb (you should even try taking 
it off the fretboard slightly). 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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Focus on using minimal thumb pressure with the fretting hand when fingerpicking this 
lovely sounding C Major to Fadd9 example. The tempo guide above the tab is what the 
full speed audio is played at. Practise it as slowly as you need to though! 

Tracks #15-16 Capo 5—120 bpm 

 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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Rhythm 101 and the Key to 
Making Great Music 
No matter what you do on the guitar, you will always be using some sort of rhythm. 
Therefore, it is important you understand the fundamentals of rhythm. 

In this book, there are four main note lengths that are used for everything. These note 
lengths are called sub-divisions. The reason why we call them “sub-divisions” is because 
we are sub-dividing the beat into smaller chunks. 

• I describe each sub-division below along with a little musical example for each 
(tracks #17-24)—all played on an E minor chord, so you can hear how they sound 
alongside a click. 

• Once you can play the example, it’s a good idea to play along with the audio here 
(alternatively, clap the rhythm of the example too). 

• I have created a strumming example here, as studying and practising rhythm when 
strumming is often a little easier than when fingerpicking—at least at first. 

• When playing along with the audio it doesn’t matter if you strum with your fingers 
or a pick as this section really is all about getting the rhythm as solid as you can. 

• At the top of the following tabs, you will see “d” and “u”. The “d” = downstrum and 
the “u” = upstrum. (If you see an uppercase D or U it means, strum a touch harder). 
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Quarter notes 
Tracks #17-18 No capo—80 bpm 

 
• In 4/4 time, each bar has four beats and each beat is called a quarter note. 
• There are 4 quarter notes per bar and, usually, each occurs where you would tap 

your foot to the beat. 
• Therefore, when you play quarter notes, the notes should be at the same time as a 

foot tap or the bleep of a metronome. 

Eighth notes 

Tracks #19-20 No capo—80 bpm 

 

• There are 8 eighth notes per bar. 
• Eighth notes are half the duration of quarter notes and there are two eighth notes 

per beat. 
• In the “stave” (above the tab) you will see each pair of notes joined together—this 

shows eighth notes are being played consecutively. 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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Triplet Eighth notes 

Tracks #21-22 No Capo—80 bpm 

 
• There are 12 triplet eighth notes per bar. 
• Triplets are groups of three notes. 
• In the musical stave, triplets are shown by the notes being joined with a “3” above them. 

Sixteenth notes 

Tracks #23-24 No capo—80 bpm 

 

• There are 16 sixteenth notes per bar. 
• Sixteenth notes are half the duration of eighth notes. 
• In the musical stave above the tab, there are two connecting lines at the top, showing 

that sixteenth notes are being played consecutively. 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-1/
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Practising these short examples will help you rhythmically and will prepare you for the 
other more exciting examples later on in the book. 

For the majority of music out there, quarter, eighth, triplet eighth, and sixteenth notes 
cover most of the ground and all the patterns in this book use these. 

A useful thing to remember is that you should always listen to the examples and get the 
rhythm of the piece “stuck in your head” before attempting to play anything. This will 
help you to learn things sooner and with more ease! 
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The 7 Most Deadly Fingerpicking Mistakes 
The following are the most common mistakes I encounter on a regular basis with 
many new students, especially those who are new to fingerpicking. 

Watch out for these mistakes and ensure you try to spot and fix them if you do fall victim 
to them. We have covered and practised some exercises that will help fix many of these 
areas already, and we will cover more as the book goes on. 

 

#1—Playing with Poor Technique 

Most guitarists have poor technique which really hampers their playing to the point it can 
be painful! I have seen guitarists sweat because they put so much effort into their playing! 
It’s not about effort, it’s about doing things properly. If when you play you have to battle 
with the guitar so much it feels like going 12 rounds with Muhammad Ali in his prime, 
then we need to fix this! 

The Solution—Always pay close attention to your playing technique and keep striving 
to improve it daily! 

#2—Getting a Weak Fingerpicking Tone 

So much of the life, soul, and expression in the world of fingerpicking comes from the 
fingers of your picking hand—so you must make sure you work on improving this area of 
your playing at all times. 

The Solution—Spend time each day fingerpicking any simple pattern you know while 
listening closely to the tone you make with your fingers (record yourself and listen 
back to it) and aim to achieve a big, bright, strong, and clear tone! 
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#3—Practising Too Fast 

You must get into the habit of slowing things down enough to be able to play with minimal 
mistakes. Slowing things down will help you to play things more accurately, which leads 
to more enjoyment and confidence in your playing. 

The Solution—Take a deep breath and force yourself to go as slow as you need to when 
practising! (If you find your practice methods are inefficient, you will certainly want 
to take a quick look at the ideas presented in Part III as they will save you time). 

#4—Fingerpicking a Guitar That is Unsuitable for You 

Although it doesn’t matter which guitar you use to fingerpick with, what does matter is 
that you make sure it is comfortable for you to play and it actually inspires you to pick it 
up. Many guitarists out there are playing guitars that are not suitable for them. Everyone’s 
hands and bodies are different and sometimes the neck and/or body of the guitar just 
won’t be a fit for you. 

The Solution—If the guitar is not ideal for you when fingerpicking, go to a store and 
try a few out. In terms of which guitar is ideal for you, everyone is different so no one 
can recommend a guitar for YOU. Instead, I recommend you try out at least 10 guitars 
in your budget and find what suits you! 

#5—Accepting Your Mistakes 

I always tell students, “mistakes are okay, as long as you fix them as soon as you can”. If you 
don’t, your progress will take longer than it should. For example, if you keep on plucking 
the wrong string in a fingerpicking pattern, don’t accept it—fix it! I find my most successful 
students are the ones who work at fixing their mistakes as soon as possible. 

The Solution—Play detective and get into the habit of trying your best to spot your 
mistakes quickly and then work hard at fixing them to make it a habit of practising in 
an error-free zone! 
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#6—Looking Back and Forth at Each Hand While Fingerpicking 

A bad habit that is hard to get out of occurs when the guitarist constantly looks back and 
forth at each hand when they play. Usually, this occurs due to bad technique, a lack of 
awareness of the problem or a lack of confidence, but it is often a mixture of all three. The 
problem is all this looking back and forth causes pauses in the music which sounds very 
amateurish. 

The Solution—Although hard, try to only look at one hand at a time and focus on 
feeling what the other hand is doing. Doing this will improve your spatial awareness, 
confidence, and the quality of the actual music you play! 

#7—Always Practising in “Free Time” 

“Free time” means not using anything at all to help you keep in time. You can use a record-
ing to play along with or a metronome (sometimes called a “click”). If your timing is not 
“tight” when fingerpicking, your playing will sound very sloppy. When learning a piece 
for the first time, learn it in free time but as soon as you can, do the following... 

The Solution—Use a recording to play along with, tap your foot when you play, use a 
metronome (free metronome apps are available for iOS and Android smartphones). 
Try doing so for the examples in this book when you are ready to. 

The above seven mistakes are common with fingerpicking guitarists. We will keep 
them in mind as we go through the rest of the book. 

As well as the above, something else to remember is that you should always check that 
your guitar is in tune (you may be surprised at how often guitarists “tune out” from this—
excuse the pun). Get a tuner if you do not have one as there is nothing much worse than 
an out of tune guitar! 

Use the above list regularly as a checklist to ensure you don’t fall victim to these 7 deadly 
mistakes. 
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Part I: Summary 
Below is a very brief but important summary/checklist of everything covered so far in 
Part I. Use the following as a checklist and reminder so you can keep improving your 
fingerpicking! 

 Remember the “rules of fingerpicking”—particularly which fingers pluck which 
strings (thumb—low E, A, D, index—G, middle—B, ring—high E). 

 Train one hand at a time when learning a piece before attempting to play it properly. 

 Aim to sit in the “Classical with a Strap” position for maximum efficiency. 

 Always fingerpick by getting your picking hand fingers in the “Cup” position. 

 Use the “Fingerpicking tone test” to improve your fingerpicking tone. 

 Use “Minimum pressure required” to fret notes with the lightest possible touch. 

 Always use proper fretting hand technique. 

 Keep relaxed and breathe deeply when playing—particularly when learning anything 
tough. 

 Use a capo to make chords easier to play. 

 Be mindful of “practising” versus “playing” and aim to do both each day. 

 Learn the root notes for each chord you play. 

 Work on your chord changes daily using the “3 Step Method”. 

 Remember not to over-press with the fretting hand’s thumb. 

 Learn the four main sub-divisions and practise them regularly to improve your 
rhythm. 

 Avoid the “7 Deadly Mistakes” as much as you possibly can—make it your mission 
to do so! 
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PART II: 
 
THE 10 FUN, STUNNING, AND MUST KNOW 

FINGERPICKING PATTERNS 

Now that we have covered the essentials, let’s have some fun and learn the 10 exciting 
fingerpicking patterns! 

In the “T.E.S.T.” method, this is where we get to the “E”. “E” is for “Enjoyment”. You 
absolutely must enjoy your playing and cherish picking up the guitar each day if you don’t 
already. 

Yes, there will be tough moments, but do your best to make sure you actually enjoy your 
practising and playing when it is good, and do not get too down when there are tough 
times. 

These patterns will certainly help you enjoy your playing more! 

• Whatever you do, do NOT rush learning these patterns and examples. Instead, take 
your time and enjoy learning and playing them. 

• Generally speaking, each pattern and example gets progressively harder. This is the 
case for most students, but if you find pattern #5 slightly easier than pattern #4, 
don’t worry, the order of the patterns is a general guideline. 

• Work on one pattern at a time. Do not move on to the next pattern until you feel 
fluent with the preceding pattern. Believe me, from my own playing and teaching 
experience, trying to learn everything at once does not usually go too well! 
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The Examples for Each Fingerpicking Pattern 

All ten fingerpicking patterns in this part of the book come with three examples, with 
each one getting progressively more difficult. Teaching them to you this way will help you 
to learn them in a linear, step-by-step, and more enjoyable way. 

Example 1 is played on a simple E minor chord. In the audio examples, we alternate playing 
the pattern with a “count-in” before playing it twice in a row without a pause. This gives 
you a variety of useful ways to play the pattern on one chord to start with. 

Example 2 is played on a C Major, G Major, and D Major chord progression. In the audio, 
we simply have a count-in, play the pattern, and then repeat. 

Example 3 is played in a more “real-world” sense where we play the pattern using some of 
my favourite chord progressions ever. For these examples, there is a simple count-in and 
then we are away! These are harder than the first two examples but sound more exciting 
for it! 

Below each example are tips and advice on playing them, which will help you learn them 
faster. At the end of each chapter, you will see some “key takeaways” and “simplifica-
tions”. 

You don’t need to spend hours every day learning these patterns. I recommend you spend 
20 minutes a day on this material (or a little more if you want) and you will make great 
progress. 

Remember, you can stream or download the audio for all the examples. Keep in mind we 
are now in Part II, so ensure you listen to the Part II examples for this section. Here is the 
link: 

rockstarpublishing.co.uk/F101 

Here we go, let the really fun stuff begin... 

https://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/F101/
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#1 The “Going Up” Pattern 
The first fingerpicking pattern we will look at is a really simple one, but it is one that is 
very useful. 

It is called the “Going Up” pattern as we “go up” (in terms of pitch) the strings one at a 
time before briefly coming back down them. The pattern is in 6/8 time but don’t be too 
worried about that—6/8 time simply means there are 6x eighth notes in a bar. 

Most guitarists count these notes as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 

You should accent (which means to play louder) the notes on beats 1 and 4. This is where 
the actual beat of the piece falls and the points at which you would tap your foot or nod 
your head. 

Listening to the piece to hear the accents at play is definitely the way forward here. 

Check out the pattern below and remember, there is a complete guide to reading tab in 
Appendix II. 

The “Going Up” Pattern—Ex. 1 
Tracks #1-2 Capo 5—80 bpm 

 

For our first example, let’s use a capo on fret 5. To play the pattern, start off in the “Cup” 
position as outlined earlier and then play the pattern as shown in the tab. Here is a 
description of what is happening in this fingerpicking pattern: 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-2/
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• Thumb (low E string)—accented 
• Index finger (G string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 

• Ring finger (high E string)—accented 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Index finger (G string) 

It is worth noting that in this example (and for some of the other first examples in the 
book) you may not need to fret any notes in the E minor chord. 

This is because an E minor chord only requires you to fret the A and D strings (both at 
the 2nd fret) and in this pattern, we don’t actually pluck these strings. 

Just be aware it is often a useful idea to actually fret these notes in case you accidentally 
pluck the wrong string! 

The “Going Up” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #3-4 Capo 5—80 bpm 

 

For this example, we play the pattern on the C Major, G Major, and then D Major chords. 
Take your time and get the pattern sounding good on each chord before moving on. 

In case you don’t know, 6/8 is a popular time signature that you have no doubt heard in lots 
of big hits. These include songs such as R.E.M.’s—“Everybody Hurts”, Leonard Cohen’s—
“Hallelujah”, The Righteous Brothers’—“Unchained Melody” as well as many, many more. 
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The “Going Up” Pattern—Ex. 3 

Tracks #5-6 Capo 5—90 bpm 
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For this example, which is our first “real-world” example, we will stick with the capo on 
fret 5 as this will make some of the chord shapes easier for many of you. 

1. The main bulk of the piece is based around the “50s chord progression” which in 
the key of C Major is—C Major, A minor, F Major, and G Major. Many great songs 
from the 50s use this progression and it has a classic sound that is very reminiscent 
of that era. 

2. We have a nice jazzy intro (before we get to this chord progression) which lasts for 
the first four bars. For this intro, the notes on the high E string move from frets 
3, 2, 1, 0. It is best to start off the first G Major chord using the folk version (refer to 
the chord chart earlier for this if need be). 

3. Using the folk version allows us to play all three chords of G Major, G Major 7, G7 
without switching shapes completely, before changing to the E minor.  

With your fretting hand, on the high E string, you can play the: 

• 3rd fret with your pinkie (for the G Major) 
• 2nd fret with your index finger (for the G Major 7) 
• Then move your index finger to the 1st fret (for the G7) 

Take it nice and slow and focus on perfecting the intro first. Split it all up into one or two 
bar chunks before tackling the piece as a whole. Although a relatively simple pattern, the 
“Going Up” pattern sounds lovely, has a very ballad-like feel to it, and is one you should 
definitely add to your repertoire of patterns! 
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Simplification! 

If you struggle with the version of F Major in this example (which a LOT of beginners 
do), then play the F major 7 instead for now. It still sounds good and is a fair bit easier to 
play. Here is how this would look on the tab: 

 

 

 

Key Takeaway 

You may notice with fingerstyle guitar that you will sometimes have to fret 
chords in a different manner to how you have done in the past. 

The main reason for this is to allow melody notes to be played alongside the 
chords in a way that would not be possible otherwise. The intro in example 3 
highlights this, so take your time and think through the best way of playing it. 

The bottom line is this—being adaptable with how you fret and shape your 
chords (to facilitate playing and changing to other chords) with the fretting hand 
is one of the keys to being a successful fingerpicker. 
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#2 The “Outwards” Pattern 
Our next fingerpicking pattern is another simple one to play, and it is one of my 
favourite patterns. This is because it is very useful, easy to learn, and it makes for a 
great warm-up to loosen up the fingers of the picking hand. 

I call it the “Outwards” pattern as we simply pluck the root note of the chord and then 
pick outwards and away from you (which is towards the floor). 

This fingerpicking pattern has eight notes, with each one lasting for an “eighth note”. The 
pattern is the same for the first half as it is for the second half. This means that you only 
need to learn four notes and then repeat them to complete the pattern. 

The pattern is heavily inspired by the pattern in the classic Led Zeppelin fingerpicking 
tune, “Babe, I’m Gonna Leave You”. 

The “Outwards” Pattern—Ex. 1 

Tracks #7-8 Capo 5—100 bpm 

 

Here we are playing this example with a capo on fret 5. If you make a mistake at any 
point, do try to continue, and get back in the groove, but if you need to, reset, then return 
to the “Cup” position and start again. 
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To play the pattern, the following digits pluck the following strings: 

• Thumb (low E string) 
• Index finger (G string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Ring finger (high E string) 

• Repeat the above four plucks to complete the bar 

As the pattern is a simple one to learn, it makes for a great starter pattern, but the key is to 
play each note with a clear, even tone and a nice steady volume. 

 

 

The “Outwards” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #9-10 Capo 5—100 bpm 

 

Remember, as with all the patterns in this book, get good at playing them on just one 
chord, or the open strings to begin with, before adding in the rest of the chords. This will 
help you build good tone, technique, and confidence! 
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The “Outwards” Pattern—Ex. 3 

Tracks #11-12 No Capo—110 bpm 
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For our next “real-world” example, we have removed the capo and combined the finger-
picking pattern with lots of open strings and some melodic sounding notes. Here are 
some pointers on what’s happening here. 

1. The notes for this piece are all from the key of E minor but it is important to note, 
we are NOT actually using standard chord shapes here. Instead, we are plucking 
the open strings from the E minor chord and combining these with scale notes up 
and down the high E string (and then later, the low E string). 

2. Doing this sort of scale note picking can sound really melodic and this piece is 
actually a great one to play if you struggle with standard chord shapes. 

3. Try NOT to move the notes on the high E string too early. For example, let the 
note on the 3rd fret ring out for as long as you can before moving it to the 2nd fret. 
With this example, I have found students are tempted to change frets as soon as the 
low E string is plucked. Try to resist this urge and “hold” the note in position for as 
long as you can. 

4. Some of the bars are in 6/4 time, which simply means there are 6 beats in the bar. 
Do not worry too much about this. Instead, listen to the audio to hear the rhythm 
and know that these 6/4 bars are here so we can let the last note in the bar ring out 
for two beats, which lets the music breathe. 
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Simplification! 

There is not much you can simplify here as the piece is mostly played on open strings. 
You can, however, definitely simplify it by working on one bar over and over before 
moving to the next set of bars, as seen in the tab below. 

 

 

 

Key Takeaway 

You don’t always need to play big tough chords to be able to fingerpick the 
guitar well. Most of the time, songs do require proper chords at various points, if 
not throughout, but this piece and the idea behind it shows that with a little 
creativity you can have some fun without chords. 

Even experienced players who can play chords well can enjoy this piece, as it can 
be a bit of “light relief”. Also, remember, good music is good music, no matter 
how simple or complex it is. 
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#3 The “Ballad” Pattern 
The “Ballad” pattern is a simple but stylish sounding fingerpicking pattern. Although 
it is quite a basic pattern, it has a powerful quality that overrides its simplicity. 

It is another pattern where the first and second half are the same. This once again means 
you can learn the pattern quickly and then focus on playing it well. 

The “Ballad” Pattern—Ex. 1 

Tracks #13-14 Capo 4—100 bpm 

 

For this example, we will start with a capo on fret 4 this time. Here is a guide as to what is 
happening in this pattern: 

• Thumb and ring finger pinch (low E and high E strings) 
• Index finger (G string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
 
• Repeat the above to complete the bar 
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As with all the patterns in this book, it is a good idea to listen carefully to the audio exam-
ples before attempting them. 

The “Ballad” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #15-16 Capo 4—100 bpm 

 

 
One mistake that many beginners make is using the wrong fingers to pluck the strings. 
With this pattern, they often forget to pluck the high E string with the ring finger! 

Remember to try to pluck the correct strings with the correct fingers (e.g. index—
G string, middle—B string, ring—high E string). 
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The “Ballad” Pattern—Ex. 3 

Tracks #17-18 No capo—100 bpm 
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This is an interesting example that has an ethereal sound and is one that is inspired by the 
medieval lute music popular in England during the middle ages. There is no capo needed 
and we once again move away from using standard chord shapes. 

1) Here, we are “anchoring” two fingers in a fixed position. Instead of playing normal 
chord shapes, the fingers of the fretting hand stay in the following place throughout—as 
follows: 

• Ring finger on the 9th fret of the G string 
• Pinkie on the 9th fret of the B string 

2) For the first four bars, the only notes that change are the bass notes on the low 
E string. For these low E string notes, I use my: 

• Index finger for fret 7 
• Middle for fret 9  
• Index again for fret 8 

3) For the final part, which is a little trickier, in bar 8 we play the 9th fret of the high 
E string, and for this part you will either have to: 

• Shuffle your fingers around away from the “anchors” temporarily, or... 
• Play a barre across the top three strings before moving back to the “anchored” 

position. 
• To play a barre here, use one finger to fret the three treble strings at the same time 

(at the 9th fret)—barres are difficult, so work on this part in isolation if need be. 

As you are going through the book, it is worth pointing out that you may want to play 
some of the pieces using slightly different fingerings to me and that is okay. 

My description is simply a guide, and it’s useful to remember that there are often multiple 
ways to play the same thing! 
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Simplification! 

The most difficult part of the piece is the penultimate two bars where the melody is on the 
high E string (where we described the need to fret a possible “barre”). To simplify this 
part, you can leave the high E string open here. This is much easier, still sounds great, 
and fits the piece well! 

 

 

Key Takeaway 

A simple fingerpicking pattern can sound drastically different when played 
with a bunch of alternate chords. For example, the “chord anchors” (as used in 
example 3) are very powerful for testing out picking hand ideas as they allow you 
to NOT have to focus quite as much on the fretting hand. This frees you up to 
experiment with the picking hand. 

Of course, you can try this pattern with a more standard chord progression such 
as G Major, A minor, C Major, and D Major and hear how different it sounds! 

The main point is—sometimes alternate chords (where you can anchor your 
fingers) will allow you to really focus on the picking hand and learning the actual 
picking pattern. This is very handy! 
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#4 The “Ultra-Flexible” Pattern 
This pattern is a simple but very useful one that uses eighth notes, a variety of strings, 
and can work in many situations. 

This is often the “go-to” pattern I tend to use when I want to play a fingerpicking version 
of a strummed song or create a fingerpicked version of a song that originally had no 
guitar in it. It usually works really well in those situations. 

 
 

The “Ultra-Flexible” Pattern—Ex. 1 

Tracks #19-20 Capo 4—120 bpm 

 

 
Let’s play this example with a capo on fret 4. Try to sit in the “Classical with a strap 
position” if you can, use good technique throughout, press each string with a light touch, 
and follow the other important technical pointers from earlier on in the book. 

Remember to break the pattern up into two halves when learning it if you need to. 
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• Thumb (low E string) 
• Index finger (G string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Index finger (G string) 

• Ring finger (high E string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Index finger (G string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 

The “Ultra-Flexible” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #21-22 Capo 4—120 bpm 

 

Always try to keep the rhythm smooth and even when fingerpicking eighth note 
patterns such as this. 

Playing patterns like this will help you to warm up your fingers and over time help to 
develop their dexterity—particularly if you find your fingers are tight, tense, and need a 
lot of loosening up! 

I have used this pattern with a variety of fingerpicking songs – some of which were not 
necessarily originally fingerpicked. These include Elvis Presley’s “Always On My Mind” 
and Maroon 5’s “She Will Be Loved”. I even play it when fingerpicking the chords in Eric 
Clapton’s “Wonderful Tonight”. 
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The “Ultra-Flexible” Pattern—Ex. 3 

Tracks #23-24  Capo 4—120 bpm 
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Our “real-world” example is a pretty simple one which gets harder as it progresses. It still 
uses the capo on fret 4 and this piece uses mostly open chords throughout. Read the tips 
below and give it a go! 

1) For most of the piece, you play two bars on each chord which gives you a little more 
time before changing chords. This means you can focus on getting the tone smooth and 
the rhythm steady. We then repeat the main part of the piece. 

2) Finally, there is an outro at the end where we play just one bar per chord. Break the 
piece up into chunks and get good at each chunk before moving on. 

3) Plan your route with the chord changes so that you know exactly what your fingers 
are doing for each change. For example, you could leave your index finger on the 1st fret 
of the B string when changing from the Fmaj7 to the A minor chord. 

Developing the ability to think a little further ahead and prepare for a chord change is a 
very good skill to cultivate. 
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Simplification! 

The most useful simplification here is to remove the last note from each bar and let the 
previous note ring out for the full beat. This will “buy” you extra time when changing 
chords so you can start to change chords immediately after the “new” last note. This is 
how it looks this way, played over the first four bars. 

 

 

Key Takeaway 

Some fingerpicking patterns can be deceptively tricky. When I first started finger-
picking, I would often pick some notes smoother than others. This would lead to 
the volume being up and down and the rhythm being “jerky”. 

One of the things that helped me get past this was to play patterns such as this 
one over and over on just one chord, slowly and consistently. I would do this and 
pay close attention to the details, ensuring each pluck was clear, consistent, 
bright, and smooth. Then I would build the chord progression back up. This is 
what I recommend you do too. 

To put it simply, don’t be afraid to break any pattern and chord progression up 
into the smallest of chunks to achieve the holy grail of fingerpicking hand tech-
nique—the ability to get great tone, volume, rhythm, and consistency. 
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#5 The “Outside-In” Pattern 
Let’s look at our first Travis picking pattern. “Travis picking” is a fingerpicking style 
that has a classic sound to it and is very popular with guitarists from the traditional 
and folk eras of guitar playing. 

Travis picking is all about alternating the bass notes on each beat while combining them 
with plucks on the melodic treble strings. 

Just like with a few other patterns so far, the first half and the second half are the same. 
This allows us to focus on the basics of playing the pattern well, hitting the bass notes 
clearly, and getting the chord changes smooth. 

I call this pattern the “Outside-In” pattern and it is a very common pattern amongst finger-
style guitarists, yet it is also a great one to start off with when Travis picking. 

The “Outside-In” Pattern—Ex. 1 

Tracks #25-26 Capo 3—120 bpm 

 

Let’s play this example with a capo on fret 3. To play the pattern, check out this guide to 
go with the above tab. 
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• Thumb (low E string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Thumb (D string) 
• Index finger (G string) 

• Repeat the above four plucks to complete the bar 

 
 
 

The “Outside-In” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #27-28 Capo 3—125 bpm 

 

 
In case you are curious, this pattern is called the “Outside-In” pattern because we start 
on the outer strings and then work our way in towards the middle strings. 

This is a great pattern and one that, with practice, will allow you to build up some nice 
speed and fluidity with. Keep focusing on getting the big, bright tone we talked about 
earlier, and repeat the “Fingerpicking tone test” if you need to. 

You will hear this pattern used in classic songs such as Fleetwood Mac’s “Landslide”. 
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The D chord—the exception to the rule 

When fingerpicking, we often treat D chords (and other four-string chords) differently 
to five and six-string chords, and this is the case for this pattern. 

For the D Major chord, the whole picking pattern is actually the same as for the C Major 
chord but everything is shifted to the next string so your thumb starts off picking the 
D string. Your other fingers then follow. 

This would mean for this pattern, when picking a D Major chord, you would use the 
following digits to pluck the following strings: 

• Thumb (D and G strings) 
• Index (B string) 
• Middle (high E string) 
• Ring (not needed) 

This is something nearly all the great Travis pickers do, so it is well worth practising. 

You don’t have to follow this idea but as Travis picking is usually played at speed, playing 
it like this is helpful. This is because it means you won’t have to change fingers and do 
the “finger dance” as I call it—which is when you desperately try to untangle and sort out 
your picking hand fingers in a hurry! 
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The “Outside-In” Pattern—Ex. 3 

Tracks #29-30  Capo 3—130 bpm 
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This “real-world” example has a capo on fret 3 and is one that is influenced by the legend-
ary 60s folk fingerpickers, such as one of my guitar heroes, Paul Simon. 

1) Use the “Rock” version of the G Major chord to begin with—this is where the ring 
finger is on the 3rd fret of the B string. 

2) Leave your fretting hand’s ring finger here for the next bar of G/F#—just simply 
place your index finger (or your thumb over the top of the neck as some players like to 
do) on the F# note on the 2nd fret of the low E string. This makes this change much easier 
for most guitarists. 

3) Do not strum the B7 shown in brackets in the penultimate bar—the brackets simply 
mean to let the chord ring out from the previous bar. 

To get the best out of the pattern, start off slowly and make sure those bass notes are 
clearly heard! 

 
 
 

Simplification! 

There aren’t too many ways to simplify this piece but if you struggle with C Major, you 
can substitute it for an elegant sounding C Major 7 instead. This sounds different but it 
can work as it’s a lovely sounding chord! 
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Key Takeaway 

“Travis picking” is one of the most common fingerstyle techniques ever and a 
big part of this sound is the alternating bass notes you heard in the pattern. 

Be comfortable with the idea of alternating the bass notes with the thumb on each 
beat. A tip you may find useful is this—practice leaving out the notes on the treble 
strings and focus only on getting the thumb moving back and forth between the 
bass strings on its own. 

This will allow you to just practice changing between the bass notes on their own. 
Once you get the bass notes sounding great, you can add the melody notes back 
in which are nearly always played on the treble strings (G, B, and high E strings). 

Listen to fingerstyle players such as Paul Simon and Merle Travis (the guitarist 
the technique was named after) to hear more of this style in action. 
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#6 The “Romanza” Pattern 
I call this pattern the “Romanza” pattern as it is inspired by the classic piece of the 
same name. The pattern is a little different to the other patterns in this book as it is 
played in a 3/4 time signature. 

This is a more old-fashioned time signature, which simply means there are three beats to 
the bar instead of the usual four in 4/4 time. For this pattern, each beat is played as a set 
of triplets—remember, a “triplet” is simply a set of three notes played per beat. 

The best way to count this pattern is to say out loud: 

“1 trip let, 2 trip let, 3 trip let” 

You don’t have to count it out loud, but with patterns like this, doing so can help you to 
play it in time. As always, it’s a good idea to listen to the piece and hear it in action for your-
self—so remember to use the audio! 

The “Romanza” Pattern—Ex. 1 

Tracks #31-32 Capo 3—90 bpm 
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Let’s put the capo on fret 3 for this example. Here is a guide as to what is happening in 
the pattern: 

To learn the pattern, you can break up the nine notes into three sets of three as shown in 
this guide below. 

• Thumb and Ring together (low E and high E string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Index finger (G string) 

• Ring finger (high E string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Index finger (G string) 

• Ring finger (high E string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Index finger (G string) 

 
 

The “Romanza” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #33-34 Capo 3—90 bpm 
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With this pattern, it is key to make sure you pluck the bass notes loud enough to let 
them ring out throughout the bar. If not, the piece will sound a bit empty. 

You also want to make sure the notes played on the high E string are plucked loudly. 
These should be slightly louder than the notes plucked on the G and B strings. This will 
give the piece its sophisticated feel. 

Plucking each note at the same volume can sound a bit “flat” so keep this in mind. 

 

The “Romanza” Pattern—Ex. 3 

Tracks #35-36 Capo 3—95 bpm 
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The third example I have created for the “Romanza” pattern is in the key of A minor and 
is loosely inspired by Stravinsky’s “Le Baiser de la Fée”. 

1) For the A minor/G chord, I recommend playing the G note on the low E string with 
your pinkie (while “holding” the A minor chord with your other fingers). 

2) If you can’t reach this note with the pinkie, you can play a normal A minor chord 
here. 

3) Experiment and use different fingerings for the chord shapes from the E7 onwards. 
These chords are where the Stravinsky influence really comes to the fore, with some 
strange sounding voicings of familiar chords. 

4) To play the A6 chord, I barre my index finger across the G, B, and high E strings so 
it is flat and very close to the 2nd fret. I then add my middle finger to fret 3 of the high 
E string to turn it into an A7 before removing it for the next A6. 
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Remember, in the “T.E.S.T.” method we discussed earlier, “T” and “E” stand for “Tech-
nique” and “Enjoyment”—think about both as you learn these examples! 

Simplification! 

The C7/E chord (towards the end) is a tricky chord to play and change into so you can 
simplify the piece by playing an E diminished 7 instead. It still has the “moody” sound but 
is easier to play. 

 

Key Takeaway 

When playing any fingerpicking pattern, it isn’t always necessary to have a 
huge number of chords and lots of chord changes. Sometimes it sounds very 
powerful to just play the same chord and simply change the bass note. 

This is technically what is happening in example 3 for the first six bars. If you 
look closely, you will see that the treble strings (G, B, and high E strings) are not 
changing from the A minor to the F Major 7 chord. 

You can, therefore, hold your fingers in the same place while just changing the 
bass notes until you reach bar 7 (view the tab for more clarity on this). This 
changing bass note over the same treble notes is what gives the piece a lot of 
power. You can experiment with your own ideas like this as it’s a great way to add 
some sophistication to a bunch of ordinary chords. 
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#7 The “London” Pattern 
The “London” pattern is another classic “Travis picking” pattern which is probably 
the most famous of them all. I call it the “London” pattern because it is heavily influ-
enced by Ralph McTell’s classic song—“Streets of London”. 

If you have ever heard the classic Kansas song “Dust in the Wind” or Pearl Jam’s modern 
and beautiful song, “Just Breathe”, you will have heard this pattern before. 

This pattern is a touch more complex than the previous Travis picking pattern but don’t 
worry, it is still a fairly simple pattern to play. Just practise it nice and slow, focus on 
building up good muscle memory, and ensure your tone is crisp and clear! 

The “London” Pattern—Ex. 1 

Tracks #37-38 Capo 2—140 bpm 

 

 
Here we are using a capo on fret 2. To play the pattern, you can break it up into two halves 
as I have done in the description. Just be sure not to leave a gap in the pattern when playing 
the two halves together as a whole. 
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• Thumb and middle finger (low E string and B string) 
• Thumb (D string) 
• Index finger (G string) 

• Thumb (low E string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Thumb (D string) 
• Index finger (G string) 

 

The “London” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #39-40 Capo 2—145 bpm 

 

 
The D Major chord is once again the exception to the rule where we take what we played 
for the C Major and shift our fingers to the next string. 

Therefore, for the D Major, the following digits play the following strings. 

• Thumb (D and G strings) 
• Index (B string) 
• Middle (high E string) 
• Ring (not needed) 
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The “London” Pattern—Ex. 3 

Tracks #41-42 Capo 2—160 bpm 
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For our third example, we keep the capo on fret 2. 

Here are my thoughts on the piece. 

1) Break it up into two halves at least. Start off by mastering the first six bars which are 
played over the chords of Em A G G/F#. Then learn the rest from the A Major onwards. 

2) When Travis picking, the bass strings are plucked more often than in other patterns. 
This means the thumb does more work than usual, so it is important to ensure each thumb 
pluck is clear and bright. I have seen many students neglect this in the past. 

3) The Dm7 is a tricky chord. Either use one finger for each of the notes OR use your in-
dex finger to barre across the 1st fret of the B and high E strings. Practise it in isolation 
(using the “Capo Chord Improver” method we talked about earlier if need be). 

Remember to keep relaxed, keep breathing, and check for tension throughout when you 
are practising. Hopefully, by now you are starting to see improvements, and if you have a 
dog or cat, they are enjoying your playing more than ever! 
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Simplification! 

The A Major chord can be awkward so one tip that can make the piece easier to play is to 
swap the A Major chords for Asus2 chords. It sounds a little different, but it can hold you 
over until you get fluent with playing and changing to the full A Major. Once you find 
this version comfortable then re-introduce the full A Major chord! 

 

 

Key Takeaway 

Fingerpicking can be very difficult especially when you are learning new chord 
changes AND learning a new fingerpicking pattern. 

The important thing to remember is to break it all down into the smallest chunks 
you need. Repeating two bar sections over and over is a good idea to help you get 
used to the chord changes. 

Once you are able to play a piece in small chunks, add in the next part, then the 
next, and so on until you can play all of the “mini sections” together as a whole. 
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#8 The “Cascading” Pattern 
The “Cascading” pattern is one of my all-time favourite fingerpicking patterns. 

As well as sounding great (especially in the upcoming example 3), it makes for a great 
exercise that will help you develop speed and fluency with your picking hand. 

I call it the “Cascading” pattern as, when you get into the groove of the pattern and your 
fingers take over so to speak, you may feel that they are like water cascading off a waterfall 
in an effortless manner. 

This pattern tends to be the one I go to when I just let my fingers take over and have some 
creative fun with some random chords. It’s a fun pattern that sounds great when your 
fingers really get into the groove. 

The “Cascading” Pattern—Ex. 1 

Tracks #43-44 Capo 2—90 bpm 

 

We will keep the capo on fret 2. There are a lot of plucks in this pattern so ensure you 
break it up into chunks and try to keep the rhythm as close as you can to what you hear in 
the recording. Here is how I break it up when teaching it: 
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• Thumb (low E string) 
• Middle (B string) 
• Index (G string) 
• Thumb (D string) 

• Middle (B string) 
• Index (G string) 
• Thumb (D string) 
• Ring (high E string)—accented 

• Middle (B string) 
• Index (G string) 
• Thumb (D string) 

• Middle (B string) 
• Index (G string) 
• Thumb (D string) 

 
Be mindful of the slight accent (meaning pluck louder) on the note plucked on the high 
E string. To play the accent, pluck the high E string a little harder than the other strings. 
This will make that note a little louder than the others. 
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The “Cascading” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #45-46 Capo 2—90 bpm 

 

 
For this example, work on getting the pattern sounding and feeling fluent on each chord 
before moving on to the next chord. Working on one chord at a time at a slow tempo will 
help your picking hand learn the pattern.  

The D Major chord – once again, the exception to the rule 

For the D Major chord, we once again have a small issue to contend with. This is because 
this pattern sees our fingers “cascade” over five strings, but a standard D Major chord only 
has four strings. 

• This means something has to change and what we are doing for this example is 
actually treating the D Major chord like a five-string chord. In other words, we are 
playing the same pattern here as we do for the C Major chord. 

• This works as it means all we are doing is plucking the open A string with the 
D Major chord. 

• It works well, as a D Major chord already has an A note in it (played on the 2nd fret of 
the G string) it doesn’t sound out of place. Anyway, enough theory, get practising! 
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The “Cascading” Pattern—Ex. 3 

Tracks #47-48 No capo—90 bpm 
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This is where the pattern really sounds cool! 

For this piece, we are once again removing the capo. This is because we don’t need one 
when we are using movable shapes like we are using here. 

1) Play a C Major chord and then add your pinkie onto the 3rd fret of the high E string 
throughout. You are then simply moving this shape up and down the neck to give us 
some “new” chords. 

2) DO NOT accidentally mute the D and G strings with your fretting hand fingers (which 
is common when you move shapes like this up and down the fretboard). Go slowly and 
perfect the chord shape. 

3) At the end of the piece, we keep things fresh by removing a few notes in the pattern. 
This adds a “diminuendo” (meaning getting quieter) type feel, which lets the piece resolve 
nicely. 

Simplification! 

Leave your pinkie off the high E string throughout. This makes the fingering a bit easier, 
but it does massively change the sound. You will have to place a capo on fret 3 if you do 
this or the piece will sound strange due to too many clashing notes! 

To help you clearly compare this simplification with the main piece, the music below 
shows the notes at the distance you will play them from the guitar’s nut (NOT the 
distance from the capo). Keep this in mind as you practise it like this. 
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Key Takeaway 

This pattern has a big focus on playing sixteenth notes. Earlier on, we talked 
briefly about rhythm but as a reminder, sixteenth notes are simply half the 
duration of eighth notes, and they can sound very fast. Do not think about 
speed yet though. 

You should first get the movements correct in a nice slow and steady way. 
Remember, if played poorly, bad habits form and then it just takes longer to 
relearn things the proper way! 

As you play it faster and faster, it is key that you stay relaxed with those picking 
hand fingers so they don’t “tense up”. Tensing up will cause your fluency and 
speed to suffer. 

Stay relaxed, keep breathing, and once your fingers are warmed-up and have 
developed enough dexterity, they will get you the speed needed to play this 
pattern at an exciting tempo! 
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#9 The “Butler” Pattern 
The “Butler” pattern is very loosely inspired by John Butler’s amazing instrumental 
piece, “Ocean”. This is one of my favourite instrumentals, and it is well-loved by a lot 
of guitarists. 

Here, we are playing something a little more unusual and it is definitely more of an inter-
mediate pattern than some of the others we have looked at so far. 

For this pattern, we are adding in some fretting hand hammer-ons played in specific 
places—with each bar starting off with a bass note hammer-on. 

A hammer-on is where you pluck the first note, let it ring out, and then hammer a finger 
on to a higher fret without plucking. This creates a second note right after the plucked 
note. 

Remember to use “Minimum pressure required” when playing anything, (including 
hammer-ons) so you get a clear, distinct sound but without tension which can lead to 
tendon and joint issues over time. 

If you are not yet comfortable hammering on—particularly from open strings, you should 
practise these first, and in isolation, before attempting the pattern. 
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The “Butler” Pattern—Ex. 1 

Tracks #49-50 Capo 2—90 bpm 

 

For this pattern, we are using a capo at fret 2. Remember, you can put the capo where is 
most comfortable for you when learning any of these exercises. Below are the guidelines 
on how to pick the pattern. 

• Thumb (open low E string followed by a hammer-on on the third fret) 
• Ring finger (high E string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 
• Thumb (low E string) 
• Ring finger (high E string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 

• Repeat—minus the last pluck to complete the bar 
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The “Butler” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #51-52 Capo 2—90 bpm 

 

 
Now, let’s play the pattern on a C Major, G Major, and a D major chord. 

This is actually a tough pattern to play on the D Major chord as you will need your pinkie 
finger to do the hammer-on on fret 4 of the D string.  

Hammering on with the pinkie is difficult because, if you’re like most guitarists, your 
pinkie isn’t as strong or flexible as your other fingers. 

For chords where the root note is an open string, here is a simple guide for which string 
and fret you can hammer on to. There are others, but these are usually the most musical. 

“What fret do I hammer on to for what chord?” 

• E minor = open low E string—hammer on 3rd fret 
• E Major = open low E string—hammer on 4th fret 
• A minor = open A string—hammer on 3rd fret 
• A Major = open A string—hammer on 4th fret 
• D minor = open D string—hammer on 3rd fret 
• D Major = open D string—hammer on 4th fret 
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As you will see in the third example, there is a much more interesting way to use this 
pattern than on typical open chords... 

The “Butler” Pattern—Ex. 3 

Tracks #53-54  No capo—90 bpm 

 

That’s more like it! This pattern is much easier to play when not using “normal” chords 
and we don’t even need a capo to play it with. 
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1) Apart from the two hammer-ons played by the index finger, the fretting hand 
doesn’t have a lot to do in this example. This is a relief as the picking pattern is a little 
more complex and intricate than some of the other patterns! 

2) Hopefully, you have noticed that the rhythm is quite interesting in this pattern. 
Therefore, listen carefully and try to match it as closely as you can. 

3) Try to make the tone of each pluck nice and even so there are no big jumps in volume! 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Simplification! 

An easy way to simplify it is to NOT play the hammer-ons. Instead, just place the finger 
on the fret. It still sounds pretty cool doing this so if you struggle with the full version, 
take a look at the tab below and try it! 
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Key Takeaway 

Some fingerpicking patterns are so intricate and complex that playing them 
with conventional chords can be rather difficult! 

With a fingerpicking pattern that sounds as good as this one, often, we only need 
simple chord voicings and the use of a drone note (a “drone” note is a constant 
note that is continuously sounded throughout a piece) to create an interesting 
vibe. Paul McCartney wrote “Blackbird”—a classic fingerpicking song that uses 
the open G string droning throughout. 

Experiment with using a simple drone note or two in your fingerpicking. 

A simple way to do this is to play a pattern using conventional chords but pick a 
string (let’s say the B string) and keep that as an open string throughout—no 
matter what chord you are playing. The bottom line is, experiment and have fun! 
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#10 The “Sweet Melody” Pattern 
Now it’s time for our final pattern, where we will combine some intricate ideas. The 
“Sweet Melody” pattern, as I have called it, contains chords, bass notes, and melody 
notes all at the same time! 

It is a more complex pattern than what we have looked at so far, but as it’s our final pattern, 
let’s go for it! Playing chords, bass, and melody, as we are doing here, is fun and sounds 
impressive but it can be difficult to do. 

This pattern has a variety of stylish things going on such as “pinches”, hammer-ons, and 
various rhythms. Don’t worry though, we will break it down step-by-step. 

 
 

The “Sweet Melody” Pattern—Ex. 1 

Tracks #55-56 Capo 2—75 bpm 

 

 
For this example, place a capo on fret 2. I recommend you learn it in two separate parts as 
described on the next page and then put them together as smoothly as you can. 
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• Pinch (pluck with the thumb, index, middle, and ring fingers) 
• Thumb (low E string) 
• Pinch (pluck with the thumb, index, middle, and ring fingers) 
• Thumb (low E string) 

• Middle finger (B string)—with hammer-on 
• Ring finger (high E string) 
• Middle finger (B string)—now an open string 
• Index finger (G string) 
• Middle finger (B string) 

The first half of the pattern is where the bass notes and chord tones occur, and the second 
half is where we play a melody.  

Before attempting this pattern fully, practise the hammer-on on its own and ensure that 
you listen to it in action and study the tab. Combined, this pattern gives us a rich and full 
sound. 

The “Sweet Melody” Pattern—Ex. 2 

Tracks #57-58 Capo 2—80 bpm 

 

The first half of the pattern in each bar is where we focus on the “pinches” and bass notes. 
Even though this part is quite simple, it is a good idea to get the notes clear and the 
rhythm smooth before tackling the trickier second half of the pattern. 
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In the second half, we are adding in some melody notes and we hammer-on various strings 
depending on the chord being played. When it comes to the hammer-ons, aim to keep 
relaxed but ensure you hammer-on with enough force to get the note sounding clear! 

Once you hammer-on, follow it up with some standard plucking of the treble strings but 
listen closely to get the rhythm correct. 

 

 
 

 

 

The “Sweet Melody” Pattern—Ex. 3 
Tracks #59-60  Capo 2—85 bpm 
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To make the stretches when hammering-on a little easier, we will keep the capo on fret 2 
for this example. Below are my thoughts on playing the piece. 

1) This piece uses the classically inspired C Major to G7 chord progression as used by 
the likes of Ferdinando Carulli and many other guitarists and composers. If this section 
doesn’t make you want to go back in time and dance in a 19th-century ballroom with 
someone called Lady Pippa or Prince Rupert, I don’t know what will! 

2) As the progression develops, we have added the A minor and B7 chords to create a 
more modern sound and help the piece build to a compelling finish. At the end, the piece 
finishes with a “trill” on the high E string. 

3) A trill occurs when only the first note is struck and then there are rapid hammer-ons 
and pull-offs over and over (between the 2nd and 3rd frets of the high E string here). You 
can “lose” the shape of the chord to allow you to play the trill with the index and middle 
fingers. Practise the “trill” in isolation and bring it in when you are more comfortable 
using this technique as it is the icing on the cake for this piece! 
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Simplification! 

You can choose NOT to hammer-on at all in this pattern. The pattern still sounds great 
like this and once you get good at hammer-ons, you can always add them back in later! 

 

Key Takeaway 

When adding melodic ideas into a chord, you may not be sure which note or 
notes to add. 

In this case, you will need to learn your scales in the open position, or if you are 
experienced, you could use your ear to guide you. 

Let’s use the G Major chord as an example. 

In this chord, you could hammer-on either the: 

• 4th fret of the B string—BUT it will sound very odd, or the... 
• 3rd fret of the B string—AND it will sound great! 

This is just one example. There are other places that you will discover that could 
sound good or bad for any chord but as always, experiment for yourself. 

The main point here is, no matter what, use scales to find the correct notes and/or 
use your ears as a guide as to what sounds good or bad when you experiment and 
play about with patterns such as this! 
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Part II: Summary 
Although it is fun to play about with all the patterns, it is wise to learn and master one 
pattern at a time, chunk by chunk, using great technique with a steady approach to learn-
ing them! Here is a little summary of the “key takeaways” from Part II of the book: 

 Be adaptable with how you fret and shape your chords as sometimes different 
fingerings are handy. 

 Open strings and scale notes can work as fun replacements to full chords. 

 Fingerpicking patterns can sound very different when played with alternate chords. 

 When fingerpicking, pay close attention to the details, ensuring each pluck is 
consistent, bright, clear, and smooth. 

 When Travis picking, get the thumb plucks tidy and even in rhythm to begin with. 

 Just changing the bass note while keeping the main part of the chord the same can 
sound very cool. 

 Break everything down into the smallest chunks you need. 

 To fingerpick faster, keep the picking hand fingers relaxed and controlled, or bad 
habits can form. 

 Experiment with using a simple drone note (a constant open string) while changing 
other notes to give your music some unique flavours. 

 When adding in extra melodic notes to chords, use scales and your ears as a guide 
as to what sounds good and bad! 
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PART III: 
 
DEVELOPING FURTHER AND AN EXPERIENCED 

GUITAR TEACHER’S WORDS OF WISDOM 

I urge you to practise all the fingerpicking patterns you have learnt so far and have lots 
of fun with them, but I must also emphasise how important it is for you to practise 
efficiently and with purpose. 

That’s why we will now solidify the fingerpicking patterns with a few ideas and more crea-
tive examples. Doing so will help you make the most out of the book and your playing as 
you continue to learn. 

Fingerpicking on the guitar is, in many ways, like learning a technical sport such as golf. If 
you want to be a great golfer, you get the clubs, you learn the basics, but then you get to 
work by putting in the time and effort needed to practise and make improvements 
over the years. 

This book and the techniques taught so far are like the clubs and lessons you need to get 
started, but now it’s time for you to take what you have learnt here and keep developing 
your playing for the long term. 
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The 10 Steps for Getting the Most Out of 
Your Fingerpicking Playing 
 
I encourage you to go through this book several times in order to really build up your 
fingerpicking technique and ingrain each pattern, one by one, deep into your memory. 

Doing so, while applying the following ten steps, will help you get the most out of this 
book and your fingerpicking going forward, in both the short and long-term. 

One bit of advice I give to everyone, everywhere, is to always try to play guitar each day 
(within reason of course) even for just one minute per day. This will help you make it a 
habit to practise, and of course, one minute usually leads to much more practising! 

I also recommend you get a notebook (physical or digital) for your guitar playing so you 
can make plans, organise your ideas, and make the most of this important part of the 
book. 

Remember, you can get the audio from the link below (but ensure you listen to the Part 
III examples for this section)... 

rockstarpublishing.co.uk/F101 

Read these tips, follow them, and ultimately improve as you use them... 

https://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/F101/
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Step 1)—Master one pattern at a time 

You have probably heard this old saying many times—“don’t be a jack of all trades and a 
master of none”. Instead, be very specific about which patterns you want to learn and enjoy. 

In the T.E.S.T. method, the “S” is for “Specific plans” which means you should plan for 
what you want to learn. Here is how to do that in terms of the material in this book: 

• At first, it is okay to try out and enjoy each of the patterns to find which you want 
to focus on but then, I would recommend choosing one pattern at a time to truly 
master. (Listening to the audio will help you decide which one to choose, but if in 
doubt start with pattern #1). 

• Make a note in your notebook which pattern(s) you want to learn and make it your 
mission to learn it to a high standard. Too many guitarists try to learn too many 
different things but never really master anything. 

• Spend some time (remember, 20 minutes per day is a good amount) at really 
mastering your chosen pattern. Then, perfect another and then another, and so on. 

Once you have mastered all three examples for multiple patterns (using good tech-
nique as I described earlier), you will be on the road to developing the skills needed to 
be a fingerpicking master! 

Step 2)—Adapt the patterns to other chords 

When you have several of the patterns under your belt, try the fingerpicking patterns 
on a variety of other chords other than the ones taught in this book. You probably know 
a good variety of chords so it makes sense to use them to develop your fingerpicking skills 
further. 

Here is a fun and varied chord progression to try all the fingerpicking patterns out on—
G D Am Em C. 

Here, I have taken the first of the ten patterns from this book—the “Going up” pattern 
and played it on this chord progression. 
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Tracks #1-2 Capo 2—75 bpm 
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Once you have learnt the piece, try the same chord progression (G D Am Em C) but with 
some of the other fingerpicking patterns you can play well. It will take practice and some 
thought to adapt the patterns to other chords, but it will be worth it. 

If you ever wonder which strings to pluck for which chord, here is some advice: 

• Four-string chords (such as D7, Dm, Dm7)—play the SAME pattern as you did for 
the D Major chord as that is also a four-string chord. 

• Five-string chords (such as Am, C7, Am7, A7, Bm)—play the SAME pattern as you 
did for the C Major chord as that is also a five-string chord. 

• Six-string chords (such as Em, GMaj7, G7, F#m)—play the SAME pattern as you 
did for the G Major chord as that is also a six-string chord. 

Step 3)—Learn the songs you love 

For this step, we are considering your long-term specific plan. I always recommend you 
should learn the songs that you love. Get your notebook and do the following: 

• Make a list of 10-20 fingerpicking songs that you love and then whittle them down 
to a list of 5. Then, you should learn them one by one over the coming months and 
years. 

• You may already know one or two songs, but I always say, one of your first big aims 
is that you should learn 5 songs, one by one, from start to finish. 

• As some songs sound better on guitar than others, you can use YouTube to watch 
people playing them and decide which ones “float your boat” to help you make 
your list of 5. Wherever you learn songs though, keep using this book to improve 
your technique, knowledge, and to keep driving you forward with your playing! 

• Learn 2-3 easier songs and 1, maybe 2 harder ones. Just ensure the harder ones 
are not too hard. For most guitarists, you will still get a lot of benefit from learning 
songs that are only slightly out of your comfort zone rather than slogging away with 
songs that are unrealistically hard for your skill level at the time. 
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Remember, the skills you have acquired from this book will make the process of learning 
new (and improving old) fingerpicking songs simpler and, hopefully, more fun! 

 
 
 

Step 4)—Learn faster and remember more with “The 4 golden rules  
of learning” 

Let’s look at the next part of the “T.E.S.T.” method. “T” is for “Time management”. 
Whereas your “Specific plan” is for the long term, the time management part is about how 
you deal with your day to day practice. 

The following four rules will help you improve faster and have more fun when you practise 
your fingerpicking (as well as everything else). Try to remember and follow these rules as 
much as possible. 

1. Break up the piece you are learning into small chunks. 

2. Slow the piece down when practising it. 

3. Isolate your weak areas and focus on practising these. 

4. When you are fluent with each chunk and have improved your weak areas, put the 
parts together one at a time. 

Most guitarists break all four of these rules most of the time when practising and yet they 
wonder why their practice is frustrating, unproductive and progress takes way longer than 
it should! 

Remember, fingerpicking can be tougher than some other styles of playing so it is 
important you follow and adhere to these four golden rules for faster progress. 
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Step 5)—Use the “Five Times Rule” to improve faster than ever! 

This rule is super useful and simple. Play a section of a piece you are learning or practising 
(not a whole song) and then... 

• Play it five times in a row without making any sort of significant error. 

• If you make an error, be strict with yourself and play it again from the start. 

• Once you can play it five times in a row without a significant mistake, go and 
practise something else and then come back to it later. 

The “Five Times Rule” is a simple rule that takes a lot of concentration but is very effective. 

It works as it forces students to concentrate much more (no one likes to keep having to go 
back to the start every time) and slow down. 

I get all of my students to follow this rule as much as possible. If you get good at it, you will 
ingrain good habits into your playing, focus more on accuracy, make fewer mistakes, and 
therefore, have more fun! 

Anyway, here is a fun piece that is based around the “London” fingerpicking pattern from 
earlier and to learn it effectively, it will help if you apply steps 4 and 5 to it while learning it. 
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Tracks #3-4 Capo 2—150 bpm 

 

 

This piece uses a pull-off at the start of bars 2 and 4. A pull-off is like the opposite of a 
hammer-on where you remove a fretting hand finger in a snappy motion (towards the 
ground) to create another note without the need to pluck again. Practise these pull-offs in 
isolation before putting them into the piece as a whole. 
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Step 6)—Write a “To-do List” of your most frustrating errors 

A “To-do list” is a written list of things you struggle with that you aim to work on 
improving each day. 

I think of learning guitar as a series of hurdles we have to jump over. Fix your errors faster 
and you will improve faster. Just don’t rush the process. Fixing the things that hold you 
back takes time so be patient but always aim to fix them. 

• Spend a little time thinking about what holds you back with your playing and 
then add these to a “To-do list”—ideally not having any more than five things on 
the list at once. 

• Then, spend about 10 minutes each day improving these things as part of your daily 
routine. 

• When you get good at one of the items on your list, give yourself a pat on the back, 
cross it off the list (but don’t forget about it), and get a real big boost of confidence 
from overcoming the hurdle! 

• Then, add another issue to the list. Remember, even the most accomplished guitar-
ists preparing for their 500th live performance have areas they need to work on! 

• In terms of your fingerpicking, the things on your list might include playing a certain 
fingerpicking pattern better, improving a specific chord change or the aim of getting 
a better fingerpicking tone, etc. 

The “To-do list” addresses the biggest problem with why most practice routines are pretty 
poor—they are too generic and NOT specific to you. 

This list is the opposite as it is very specific to you and your needs. For that reason, the 
“To-do-list” is the most efficient and effective practice routine me and my students 
have ever used. 

Just remember, whatever is on your list should be relevant to your practice and playing. 
Use your list, keep updating it over time and keep on improving! 
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Step 7)—Use your “mind’s eye” to process and remember things better 

Most guitarists learn in any old way, which usually means they forget things faster than a 
goldfish with amnesia! Here is a tip that will help your brain to process and remember 
information better when playing guitar: 

• Mentally visualize a piece you are learning by playing through it in your “mind’s 
eye”. 

• You can do this by imagining yourself playing each note perfectly and with 
ultra-precision (even if you are not there yet in real life). 

• Picture in your mind plucking the correct strings with the correct finger in the 
correct order. It takes practice but is very powerful. 

It’s a really simple bit of advice, but it is very rare that a student will do any mental visual-
izing of a piece before playing it—yet it is something pros often do a lot; such is their 
dedication to their craft. 

For a confidence-boosting bonus, you can see yourself on stage at Woodstock or Glaston-
bury (or wherever) playing in front of many ecstatic and wildly adoring fans! 

Here is an ethereal sounding example which is played mostly up and down one string 
with some picked open strings. This sort of “up and down” one-string piece is a good 
example to practise visualization with. 

Tracks #5-6 No capo—130 bpm 

 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-3/
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An interesting point is that you can do this sort of visualization anywhere, anytime, even 
without your guitar. Doing this sort of mental visualizing can really help you to remember 
much more and at a faster rate! 

Step 8)—Use the ancient Greek method of mnemonics to  
remember more 

If you want to remember things better, a proven ancient Greek method is to use mnemo-
nics and here is a simple example of a mnemonic in action. 

I have some students who have trouble remembering different chord progressions, such 
as the “50s chord progression” in the key of G Major—G   Em   C   D. 

Alone, that is not a huge amount to remember, but if you know ten songs each with 
different chord progressions, it can be difficult. It can help if you try to remember it as—
Gary (G), Eats (E) Chilli (C) Dogs (D). 

You simply create a phrase from the first letter of each word to help you remember the 
series. To help strengthen the power of the mnemonic, you can vividly picture a big 
greasy, sweaty guy eating his chilli dog with it all dripping on his shirt! 

Often the sillier the mnemonic, the more memorable it is! 

Here are a few others: 

• Gary Doesn’t Eat Carbs (G D Em C)—(yes, it’s our ol’ friend Gary again but this 
time he is on a diet). 

• Eddie Ate Dynamite Good Bye Eddie—(EADGBE—the tuning of the open strings 
from low E to high E). 

• Every Bunny Gets Drunk At Easter—(EBGDAE—the tuning of the open strings in 
reverse order from high E to low E). 

The above is just one type of mnemonic, but these ones have all helped me and my students 
over the years. They will help you to remember more things, thus freeing up more time to 
spend on your practising and playing. 

Be creative and look for other instances where you can use mnemonics throughout your 
guitar playing. 
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Step 9)—Record Yourself Playing Weekly 

The final part of the “T.E.S.T.” method of learning guitar is to actually test yourself with 
your practice and playing. 

The easiest way to do this is to play a weekly mini “gig” in front of your smartphone’s 
camera where you perform some pieces and parts you have been learning. 

• Replaying the video will help you to see and hear your progress, spot any mistakes, 
and fix what needs fixing. 

• When you are fingerpicking, you are trying to control both hands at the same time, 
so you won’t always be able to see and spot the errors you make, but “the camera 
never lies” as they say! 

• Watch and study the video to try to see and hear if there are any errors in your 
playing that need fixing and then fix them as soon as you can. 

As a bonus, you can also keep the videos and use them as a “progress report” so you can 
see how you have, and continue to, improve over time! 

Step 10)—Create your own songs and arrangements 

I believe that every one of you should write a song or a piece of music at some time in 
your life. You don’t have to start big—just playing about with a few ideas of your own is a 
great place to start. Learn and experiment for yourself. 

• Being creative is great for your guitar playing and your brain too. 
• You will switch on the creative side of your brain (an incredibly powerful side) 

which is fun, makes you a better guitarist, and can help to reduce your brain age. 
• A good tip for when doing this sort of thing is to “mix and match” some of the pat-

terns in the book with the chords from a different example or other chords you 
know.  

That is what I have done with the following example where I combined both the 
“Cascading” pattern and the “50s chord progression” in the key of C Major (C Am F G—a 
mnemonic for this could be “Carol Ate Fried Garlic”). Together they both make for a 
lovely sounding piece of music. 
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Tracks #7-8 No capo—90 bpm 
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With practice, patience, and a little creativity, you too can do this sort of thing. Try it! 

 
Who knows, you might just write the next “Sound of Silence” or “Stairway to Heaven”. In 
fact, when I wrote my first song aged 15, I think my mum was praying for the sound of 
silence! 

I did get better at songwriting though, you will too, and remember, it doesn’t have to be 
anything official, as just “noodling” around and playing with any little idea counts as 
creativity! 

 
These tips will help you to develop your playing further, practise more effi-
ciently, remember more, and maybe even reduce your brain age—which I 
know is important for many of you, particularly those of you learning later on 
in life. 

As well as being good for your brain, the above ideas are great for you in terms of 
your practising and playing. They will help you to make the most of your sessions 
and have more fun on the guitar when fingerpicking—which is what we all want! 

Don’t try them all at once but aim to incorporate them into your playing, one by 
one, over time! 

Here is one more tip. Try taking the “Pet Test”. That is—if your pet used to run 
away when you played but now, no longer does, you’re in business and making 
improvements! 
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Part III: Summary 
Well done for getting this far. Remember, these are the methods I have used to teach over 
one hundred guitarists like you in real life and many thousands more via the internet. 
They have worked for them and they will work for you—just make sure you apply them! 

Here is a summary of the ten steps I have given you in Part III: 

1. Master one pattern at a time. 

2. Adapt the patterns to other chords. 

3. Learn the songs you love. 

4. Use “The 4 golden rules of learning”. 

5. Adhere to the “Five Times Rule”. 

6. Write a “To-do List” to help you fix your most frustrating errors. 

7. Use your “mind’s eye” to process and remember things better. 

8. Use mnemonics as an aid to memory. 

9. Record yourself playing weekly. 

10. Create your own songs and arrangements. 
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THE END... AND IMPORTANT WORDS OF 

ADVICE 

I hope you enjoyed this book and found it both fun and exciting. Hopefully, you saw 
how eye-opening it is and what you can do with a few simple fingerpicking patterns 
and some creativity. 

The patterns and the examples were great fun to create and I hope you get lots of pleasure 
from learning them, and a feeling of accomplishment and confidence from being able to 
play them. 

Throughout the book, we talked about the “T.E.S.T.” method of learning guitar (Tech-
nique, Enjoyment, Specific Plans, Time Management) and it is important to appreciate that 
each element affects the other. 

For example, if you play with good technique, you will play better and therefore have 
more enjoyment. If you have a specific plan, you will practise with more focus, and if your 
time management is good, your overall playing will improve. 

Don’t go overboard with the “T.E.S.T.” method, (a little goes a long way here), just keep it 
in mind as you practise! 

Fingerpicking guitar is wonderful, but it can be tricky. If you ever find learning and 
improving on the guitar to be a struggle, I urge you to follow the advice of one of my 
mentors in my earlier days of learning the guitar: 
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“Always remember your reasons for wanting 
to learn the guitar in the first place” 

You no doubt have multiple reasons why you first wanted to start playing the guitar. It 
could be to play the music that brings back special memories from your youth, to learn 
the songs that you used to play on a jukebox or it could be so you can play the music that 
reminds you of your loved ones. 

For many of you, your reasons for wanting to learn guitar may just be because you have 
worked your whole life and you want a new hobby; one that will keep your brain sharp and 
your fingers nimble (and when practised well, the guitar is perfect at helping with this). 

Whatever your reasons, remind yourself of them regularly as this will drive you forward 
and keep you motivated. Above all, always remember... 

“You can do it too!” 

If you have struggled so far with your playing, I want you to know I was the same when I 
started out. I was the three “H’s”—“hapless, helpless, and hopeless”. 

You might as well throw in “homeless” too as that’s what I would have been had the sheer 
noise my guitar playing made not improved over time! 

If I could learn to play guitar and fingerpick like I can now, so can you and you will get 
there! 

“Age doesn’t matter!” 

A lot of people believe deep down that they are too old to learn to play guitar, but age 
does NOT matter. You are absolutely 100% able to do stunning things on the guitar no 
matter what your age. As long as you are in decent health, there is nothing to stop you. 

If you get any negative thoughts about your ability to play, STOP, take a deep breath, and 
replace these negative words and thoughts with something positive! You are good 
enough. Tell yourself you are and believe in yourself! 
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Your thoughts and the way you speak to yourself (out loud and inside your head) are 
more important than your age and so-called “natural ability”. You should handle your 
thoughts with care (or should I say, Handel them with care—that one is for any classical 
music fans out there!) 

“Never rush your unique journey” 

If in doubt at any point, remember that the methods, techniques, concepts, ideas, and 
all-round advice in this book will help you. Just don’t rush learning them and don’t rush 
the wonderful fingerpicking journey you are on. I can’t overemphasize that if you work 
on the material in the book one step at a time, you will get better! 

Be patient and remember to keep calm and focused when you play. Try to have a sense of 
humour when things don’t go perfectly each day. After all, you don’t want your partner 
coming home to see your guitar outside, smashed to bits on the street! 

The techniques in this book are the ones that have helped me and my students to develop 
from being frustrated, sloppy-sounding amateurs to confident and skilful fingerpicking 
guitarists. 

I still use and enjoy these techniques every day. Remember, they will help you too—as 
long as you practise, are patient, have fun, and play with a smile on your face. 

If you want more lessons to help you on your journey, many of which do not cost a penny, 
you can get them on my blog at guitardomination.net. 

Finally, I want to thank you so much for reading this book. I sincerely hope you have 
found the book and the lessons useful and enjoyable. 

Thank you and I wish you all the very best! 

Dan Thorpe 

Email me at hq@guitardomination.net for any feedback or questions. You can also 
email me if you need further advice or just to keep in touch.  

I love to hear from all students! 

https://guitardomination.net/
mailto:hq@guitardomination.net
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APPENDIX I: 
 
CHORD REFERENCE GUIDE 

Below, you will find all the chord shapes used in the book. Some of the following diagrams 
show the full chord and some show a “partial” version of the chord, highlighting the fact 
you do not always need to fret every note in a chord when fingerpicking (as some strings 
in the chord may not be picked).  

 

Part I 

The following chords are the ones used throughout Part I. 
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Part II 

First examples 

The first example given for each fingerpicking pattern is played over a 
simple E minor chord. 

 

 

 

 

Second Examples 

The second example for each pattern uses the following chords. 

          

 

 

Third Examples 

The following chord shapes are the ones used in the third examples, which are the 
“real-world” examples. 
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The “Going Up” Pattern 

Below are all the chord shapes used for example 3 of the “Going Up” pattern. 

         

       

The “Ultra-Flexible” Pattern 
Below are the chord shapes used for example 3 of the “Ultra-Flexible” pattern. 
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The “Outside-In” Pattern 
Below are the chord shapes used for example 3 of the “Outside-In” pattern. 

       

       

The “Romanza” Pattern 
Below are the chord shapes used for example 3 of the “Romanza” pattern. 
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The “London” Pattern 
Below are the chord shapes used for example 3 of the “London” pattern. 

          

       

 

The “Cascading” Pattern 
Below are the chord shapes used for example 3 of the “Cascading” pattern. 
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The “Sweet Melody” Pattern 

Below are the chord shapes used for example 3 of the “Sweet Melody” pattern. 

          

Please note: 

I have not included any of the chord shapes for the third and final examples for the 
“Outwards”, “Ballad”, and “Butler” patterns because they use either “chord anchors” or 
open string notes and NOT standard chord shapes. In other words, it is easier to view the 
tab to see where to place your fingers for these examples. 

Part III 

The examples in Part III use one or more of the following chord shapes. 
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APPENDIX II: 
 
A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO 
READING GUITAR “TAB” 

Guitar tablature, or “tab” for short, is a method of writing out music for guitarists. Unlike 
standard notation, tab is easier to read because the information shown is specific to the 
guitar. 

The rules of “tab” 

In simple terms, tab shows what frets are being played on what strings. Here are the basic 
guidelines for reading tab. 

• The six horizontal lines represent the six strings of the guitar 

• The lowest line on the tab is the low E string (the thickest string) 

• The highest line on the tab is the high E string (the thinnest string) 

• The numbers on the six lines show which frets to play, with a zero meaning, to 
play an open string 
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A lot of beginners get confused as to which is the “low E” and which is the “high E” string, 
so be aware of this and use this tip to help. 

In music, you should always think in terms of pitch and not spatially. 

Therefore, the high E string (which is lower spatially and closer to the floor on your guitar) 
is the one on the top line—as it is higher in pitch. 

Conversely, the low E string (which is higher spatially and closer to the ceiling) is on the 
bottom line—as it is lower in pitch. 

Any confusion here comes from mixing up pitch and space. Aim to banish any spatial 
meanings and think/speak solely in terms of the string names and their pitches. If you 
do so, you will avoid confusion. 

“Up” and “down” the fretboard? 

A similar sort of confusion may arise when talking about going “up” or “down” the fret-
board, or when using the terms “higher” or “lower” in regard to the fretboard. It’s common 
for beginners to get confused here as they often think in terms of what is happening spatially. 

The correct way to discuss the fretboard is solely in terms of pitch. 

For example, you can do this on any string, but try this on the high E string for now and 
play: 
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• Fret 7—which is higher in pitch (and further UP the fretboard) than fret 1. 

• Fret 3—which is lower in pitch (and further DOWN the fretboard) than fret 10. 

Here is an image that shows both of the above in action: 

 

In other words, whenever you are thinking about strings plucked or frets pressed, think 
solely in terms of pitch, never spatially. 

Rhythmic instruction 

A limitation with tab, compared to standard notation, is that most tabs are prepared 
without rhythmic instruction whereas standard notation always provides the rhythm. 

Therefore, if you rely on tab, you need to make sure you listen carefully to the piece to 
fully grasp the rhythm of it. 
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Here are a few examples for you to practise reading tab: 

Example A 

Tracks #9-10 No capo—80 bpm 

 

 
Let’s start with this simple example where you play all the notes on the high E string—
remember, the top line is the high E string (the thinnest string closest to the floor). 
Remember, we call it the high E string as it is the highest in terms of pitch (therefore at 
the top of the tab). 

This is a simple melody played on frets 2, 3, 2, 0, all on the high E string. 

Example B 

Tracks #11-12 No capo—80 bpm 

 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-3/
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For our next example, we have the same sort of melody idea, but this time with a few 
string changes. This time the notes change from the high E to the B string and then to the 
G string. 

 

Example C 

Tracks #13-14 No capo—100 bpm 

 

 

When the fret numbers are stacked up vertically like this, it means you should play the 
notes at the same time, which essentially means strum a chord. (Even hardcore finger-
pickers sometimes occasionally strum). 

Often, if the transcriber (the creator of the tab) has done a good job, you will see the name 
of the chord above the tab. This will save you time trying to work out where to place your 
fingers. Here we have a G Major to E minor chord change which is strummed. 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-3/
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Example D 

Tracks #15-16 No capo—90 bpm 

 

Here you have the chord symbol above the tab which will help to guide you as to where to 
place your fingers. 

The chord in this example is an arpeggiated (meaning the notes are individually plucked 
so there is some separation between each note) D Major chord. 

Example E 

Tracks #17-18 No capo—90 bpm 

 

This time we have a slightly more complex example based around the C Major chord 
shape. This is because you are picking the notes from the chord and having to lift a finger 
off a string (index finger on the B string). 

When picking this piece, let as many notes ring out as possible while adding the changing 
melody note—which is on the B string. 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-3/
http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-3/
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Example F 

Tracks #19-20 No capo—90 bpm 

 

 
Now, we will learn about repeat signs. 

• These are shown by the double dots at the start of the first bar and at the end of the 
second bar. 

• What you do is play everything in between the double dots, repeat the section you 
just played, and then finally, continue with the next section of the tab. 

http://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/fingerstyle-101-v2-audio-part-3/
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We have just covered some simple examples of reading tab, and as they are 
similar to the examples featured in the main parts of the book, they are good ones 
to practice. 

To summarize this section, in music, we always talk in terms of pitch. 

• On the guitar, the low E string is the lowest in pitch and therefore on the 
tab it is on the lowest line. 

• Likewise, the high E string is the highest in pitch and therefore on the top 
line in the tab. 

• Higher up the fretboard means the higher frets where the notes go up in 
pitch (e.g. fret 10 is higher than fret 5). The reverse is true for lower pitches. 

Remember the above and you will avoid confusion. 

Practise these examples as many times as you need to, so you are clear on how 
to read tab, and then tackle the rest of the book to put these skills to good use! 
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